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A Picture of Murder
T E Kinsey

Summary
Late October 1909, and the season of ghouls and things that go bump in the night has descended on the
village of Littleton Cotterell.
Lady Hardcastle and her trusted lady’s maid, Florence, find themselves hosting a colourful cast of actors
whose spooky moving picture, The Witch’s Downfall, is being shown to mark Halloween. But things take a
macabre turn when the first night’s screening ends with a mysterious murder, and the second night with
another…One by one the actors turn up dead in ways that eerily echo their film.

Thomas & Mercer
9781542046022
Pub Date: 10/22/18
$15.95
Trade Paperback
320 Pages
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022070
Series: A Lady Hardcastle
Mystery
0.7 lb Wt

With the police left scratching their heads, Lady Hardcastle calls upon her amateur sleuthing skills to launch
an investigation, with Flo’s able assistance. Surrounded by suspects both human and supernatural, Lady
Hardcastle must use a little trickery of her own to unmask the murderer.

Contributor Bio
T E Kinsey grew up in London and read history at Bristol University. He worked for a number of years as a
magazine features writer before falling into the glamorous world of the Internet, where he edited content for
a very famous entertainment website for quite a few years more. After helping to raise three children,
learning to scuba dive and to play the drums and the mandolin (though never, disappointingly, all at the same
time), he decided the time was right to get back to writing. A Picture of Murder is the fourth novel in a series
of mysteries starring Lady Hardcastle. There is also a short story, 'Christmas at The Grange'. His website is at
tekinsey.uk and you can follow him on Twitter - @tekinsey - as well as on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/tekinsey.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 10/22/2018 $25.99 9781978648173
UBR MP3-CD - 10/22/2018 $14.99 9781978648180

Requiem
J. B. Turner

Summary
Nothing and no one can stop assassin Nathan Stone.
When black-ops asset Nathan Stone took out the heads of the Commission, a secret deep-state organization,
he thought he’d destroyed them for good. Now he’s gone off the grid, trying to get as far away from his past
as possible. But the Commission isn’t done with him yet.
Lying low in a Miami bar, Stone knows something’s up when an alluring actress strikes up a conversation with
him. His suspicions are correct. The Commission is hot on his trail, and Stone is soon forced to run deep into
the heart of the Everglades with the terrified woman as his hostage. He’s the Commission’s number one
target—and this time nothing will stop them from eliminating him.
Thomas & Mercer
9781503948235
Pub Date: 11/8/18
$15.95
Trade Paperback
272 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031000
Series: An American Ghost
Thriller

But Nathan Stone is no ordinary target. The crew of mercenary assassins on his heels have no idea what’s in
store for them on the River of Grass. Because the hunt is on, and they picked the wrong prey.

Contributor Bio
J. B. Turner is a former journalist and author of the Jon Reznick series of conspiracy action thrillers (Hard
Road, Hard Kill, Hard Wired, Hard Way, and Hard Fall), as well as the Deborah Jones political thrillers (Miami
Requiem and Dark Waters). He loves music, from Beethoven to the Beatles, and watching good films, from
Manhattan to The Deer Hunter. He has a keen interest in geopolitics. He lives in Scotland with his wife and
two children.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 11/8/2018 $25.99 9781978650268
UBR MP3-CD - 11/8/2018 $14.99 9781978650275
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The Thing About Clare
Imogen Clark

Summary
A dying wish. A devastating secret. Should the truth really stay buried?
The four Bliss siblings have a loving but complicated bond, but when their mother, Dorothy, dies seemingly
without a will, this relationship is put to the test. As the mourning siblings try to make sense of the situation,
one of them is caught with a secret: before she died, Dorothy entrusted her favourite daughter with her will
and a letter—and told her to destroy them both.
Of course it was Anna their mother turned to for this mission. Miriam, the eldest, is far too sensible;
Sebastian, the baby, too sensitive; and Clare, the middle child, has always been too rebellious to rely on, and
long ago cut herself out of her siblings’ lives.
Lake Union Publishing
9781503904965
Pub Date: 12/1/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback

But what Anna finds in the documents could change everything. Do the other siblings not deserve to know
what it is about them that their mother was so desperate to hide? And if it is revealed, will the Bliss family
ever be the same again?

320 Pages
Fiction / Family Life
FIC045000

Contributor Bio
Imogen Clark lives in Yorkshire, England, with her husband and children. Her first burning ambition was to be
a solicitor and so she read Law at Manchester University and then worked for many years at a commercial law
firm. After leaving her legal career behind to care for her children, Imogen turned to her second love - books.
She returned to university, studying part-time whilst the children were at school, and was awarded a BA in
English Literature with First Class Honours. Imogen loves sunshine and travel and longs to live by the sea
someday.
Other Formats
UBR MP3-CD - 12/1/2018 $14.99 9781978641396
UBR CD - 12/1/2018 $24.99 9781978641389

An Ocean Between Us
Rachel Quinn

Summary
Can their love survive the darkest of days?
1943: Europe is at war—but neutral Ireland is isolated from the storm. In a sleepy coastal village south of
Dublin, eighteen-year-old Aileen Sweeney meets soldier Niall O’Rourke at a dance, and the spark between
them soon ignites a powerful love.
But when Niall makes a life-changing and contentious decision, Aileen’s hopes and dreams fall apart. In an
instant Niall is transformed from dashing suitor to social outcast, and the fallout leaves each of them
navigating the consequences alone. Putting her innocence behind her, Aileen must make her own tough
choices—choices that will set the course of the rest of her life.
Lake Union Publishing
9781542040532
Pub Date: 12/18/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
FIC014050

Aileen and Niall have promised to stay true to each other while they’re apart, but in a world at war and where
nothing is certain, can their relationship really survive the distance of an ocean?

Contributor Bio
Rachel Quinn has published many novels under various pen names, most notably as Ray Kingfisher, and lives
in Hampshire in the UK. An Ocean Between Us is Rachel's first historical romance.
Other Formats
UBR MP3-CD - 12/18/2018 $14.99 9781721337101
UBR CD - 12/18/2018 $24.99 9781721337095
UBR DIGITAL DOWNLOAD - 10/23/2018 $14.99 9781721337118
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The Girl in the Corner
Amanda Prowse

Summary
From bestselling author Amanda Prowse comes the poignant tale of a woman who has always been
there for her family. But will they be there for her?
Lake Union Publishing
9781503904996
Pub Date: 12/20/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000

Rae-Valentine and Howard were childhood sweethearts. They’ve shared twenty-five peaceful years since they
were brought together by Dolly, Howard’s larger-than-life sister. But now, on the night of their wedding
anniversary, Howard reveals a shocking betrayal that leaves Rae reeling.
Heartbroken, she takes Dolly on her would-be anniversary trip to Antigua and the two women drink and
dance and talk like they haven’t in years. But in the break from real life, Rae realises her choices have always
been made for her, and suddenly she’s questioning not only her fragile marriage but also her one-sided
friendships. Is she really the pushover everyone else sees?
When Howard comes looking for reconciliation, Rae has a choice to make: keep the peace, as she always has,
or put herself first for once and find out who she really is?

Contributor Bio
Amanda Prowse likens her own life story to those she writes about in her books. After self-publishing her
debut novel, Poppy Day, in 2011, she has gone on to author twenty novels and six novellas. Her books have
been translated into a dozen languages and she regularly tops bestseller charts all over the world. Remaining
true to her ethos, Amanda writes stories of ordinary women and their families who find their strength,
courage and love tested in ways they never imagined. The most prolific female contemporary-fiction writer in
the UK, with a legion of loyal readers, she goes from strength to strength. Being crowned 'queen of domestic
drama' by the Daily Mail was one of her finest moments. Amanda is a regular contributor on TV and radio but
her first love is, and will always be, writing.
You can find her online at www.amandaprowse.com, on Twitter @MrsAmandaProwse, and on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/amandaprowsenogreaterlove.

Where Secrets Lie
D S Butler

Summary
Beneath a quiet village, dark crimes lie buried.
When decomposed human remains are discovered in a suitcase behind a locked door in the home of an
elderly man, Detective Karen Hart thinks the facts speak for themselves. That is, until she finds the warning:
It’s time to pay for your crime.

Thomas & Mercer
9781503905016
Pub Date: 1/10/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022020
Series: DS Karen Hart

The body belongs to a former teacher, Oliver Fox, who vanished from the village thirty years earlier. Hart’s
instincts tell her there is something untoward about this rural Lincolnshire community—especially when she
uncovers evidence suggesting that, although Fox was a victim, he certainly wasn’t innocent. As the extent of
Fox’s crimes becomes apparent and the web of lies continues to unravel, almost nobody in the village is above
suspicion.
When there are whispers of child abuse in connection with the case, it’s clear someone is willing to do
anything to keep the sinister truth buried. Can Hart find the culprit before more lives are lost?

Contributor Bio
Born in Kent, D. S. Butler grew up as an avid reader with a love for crime fiction and mysteries. She has
worked as a scientific officer in a hospital pathology laboratory and as a research scientist.
After obtaining a PhD in biochemistry, she worked at the University of Oxford for four years before moving to
the Middle East. While living in Bahrain, she wrote her first novel and hasn't stopped writing since.
She now lives in Lincolnshire with her husband.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 1/10/2019 $25.99 9781721334179
UBR MP3-CD - 1/10/2019 $14.99 9781721334186
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Dry Hard
Nick Spalding

Summary
From the bestselling author of Fat Chance and Checking Out comes a hilarious story about giving
up… but definitely not giving in.
Lake Union Publishing
9781542041652
Pub Date: 1/10/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Humorous
FIC016000

Kate and Scott’s marriage has always been a lot of fun, with alcohol at the heart of it. After all, what’s more
entertaining than a good laugh, and a large drink…or six?
But recently, those relaxing drinks have become more crutch than comfort—and the couple have almost
forgotten how to talk to each other sober.
Then their teenage daughter Holly uploads a video of their humiliating drunken escapades, which gets picked
up by YouTube superstar PinkyPud—and goes horrifyingly viral.
In a last-ditch attempt to prove to the world they’re more than just boozy idiots, Kate and Scott quit alcohol
completely. But with Holly’s…er… ‘help’, what begins as a family promise soon escalates into a social media
phenomenon: #DryHard!
With the eyes of the internet upon them, can Kate and Scott stay teetotal—and save their marriage in the
process?

Contributor Bio
Nick Spalding is the bestselling author of eleven novels, two novellas and two memoirs. Nick worked in media
and marketing for most of his life before turning his energy to his genre-spanning humorous writing. He lives
in the south of England with his wife.
Other Formats
UBR MP3-CD - 1/10/2019 $14.99 9781721336982
UBR CD - 1/10/2019 $24.99 9781721336975

The Parisians
Marius Gabriel

Summary
Paris, 1940. The Nazis have occupied the city—and the Ritz. The opulent old hotel, so loved by Parisians, is
now full of swaggering officers, their minions and their mistresses.
For American Olivia Olsen, working as chambermaid at the hotel means denying her nationality and living a
lie, every day bringing the danger of discovery closer. When Hitler’s right-hand man moves in and makes her
his pet, she sees an opportunity to help the Resistance—and draw closer to Jack, her contact, whose brusque
instructions may be a shield for something more…

Lake Union Publishing
9781503905047
Pub Date: 1/17/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

Within the hotel, famed designer Coco Chanel quickly learns that the new regime could work to her benefit,
while Arletty, one of France’s best-loved actresses, shocks those around her—and herself—with a forbidden
love.
But as the war reaches its terrible end, all three women learn the true price of their proximity to the enemy.
For in the shadow of war, is anyone truly safe?

Contributor Bio
Marius Gabriel was accused by Cosmopolitan magazine of ‘keeping you reading while your dinner burns’. He
served his author apprenticeship as a student at Newcastle University, where, to finance his postgraduate
research, he wrote thirty-three steamy romances under a pseudonym. Gabriel is the author of several
historical novels, including the bestsellers The Seventh Moon, The Original Sin, and the Redcliffe Sisters
series, Wish Me Luck as You Wave Me Goodbye, Take Me to Your Heart Again, and The Designer. His most
recent novel is The Ocean Liner. Born in South Africa, he has lived and worked in many countries, and now
divides his time between London and Cairo. He has three grown-up children.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 1/17/2019 $24.99 9781721333165
UBR MP3-CD - 1/17/2019 $14.99 9781721333172
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Her Lifeline
L.A. Casey

Summary
From New York Times bestselling author L.A. Casey comes an irresistible tale of first love and second
chances.
Erin has had a crush on her brother’s best friend Ward for as long as she can remember. But eleven years ago
he disappeared from their lives—breaking Erin’s trust, and her heart.

Montlake Romance
9781612185774
Pub Date: 1/22/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Romance
FIC027240

When the person they both love most—Erin’s brother Tommy—is nearly killed in a terrible crash, she and
Ward are thrown back together for the first time. Their lives couldn’t be further apart. Erin still lives at home,
working two jobs and dealing with a series of family disasters. Ward, now a multibillionaire entrepreneur and
a household name, seems determined to make amends—but it may just be too little too late. And while Erin
can’t deny feeling a spark at the sight of Ward, is it a spark of love or burning resentment?
At odds with one another but forced to share their heartache, have Erin and Ward really drifted apart forever,
or have they finally found the anchor they both so desperately need?

Contributor Bio
L.A. Casey is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author who juggles her time between her mini-me
and writing. She was born, raised and currently resides in Dublin, Ireland. She enjoys chatting with her
readers, who love her humour and Irish accent as much as her books.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 1/22/2019 $22.99 9781721340859
UBR MP3-CD - 1/22/2019 $14.99 9781721340866

Blood for Blood
Victoria Selman

Summary
Ziba Mackenzie profiles killers. Now one is profiling her.
Rush hour, London. A packed commuter train is torn apart in a collision. Picking through the carnage,
ex-special forces profiler Ziba MacKenzie helps a dying woman who passes on a cryptic message: He did it.
You have to tell someone.
When a corpse is found bearing the gruesome signature of a serial killer dormant for twenty-five years, Ziba
is pulled into the hunt for the perpetrator. As the body count rises it becomes clear he’s on a new spree. But
what’s brought the London Lacerator back after such a long hiatus? And does his sudden return have anything
to do with the woman on the train?
Thomas & Mercer
9781503905054
Pub Date: 2/1/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
348 Pages
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022020
Series: Ziba Mackenzie

Ziba scrambles to profile the killer in the hope of predicting his next move. But time is running out. And the
closer she gets to uncovering his identity, the closer he gets to destroying hers.

Contributor Bio
After graduating from Oxford University, Victoria Selman studied Creative Writing at the City Lit and wrote for
the Ham & High and Daily Express newspapers. In 2013 she won the Full Stop Short Story Prize and her first
novel, Blood For Blood, was shortlisted for the 2017 Debut Dagger Award. Victoria lives in London with her
husband and two sons.
Other Formats
HARDCOVER - 2/1/2019 $24.95 9781542040525
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The Promise
Teresa Driscoll

Summary
The chilling new psychological thriller from the #1 bestselling author of I Am Watching You.
It was their darkest secret. Three schoolgirls made a promise – to take the horrible truth of what they did to
the grave.
Thirty years later, Beth and Sally have tried to put the trauma behind them. Though Carol has distanced
herself from her former friends, the three are adamant that the truth must never come to light, even if the
memory still haunts them.
Thomas & Mercer
9781503905078
Pub Date: 2/14/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000

But when some shocking news threatens to unearth their dark secret, Beth enlists the help of private
investigator Matthew Hill to help her and Sally reconnect with estranged Carol – before the terrible act they
committed as teenagers is revealed.
Beth wishes she could take back the vow they made.
But somebody is watching and will stop at nothing to ensure the secret stays buried. Now, with her beloved
family in peril, can Beth still keep the promise?

Contributor Bio
For more than twenty-five years as a journalist—including fifteen years as a BBC TV news presenter—Teresa
Driscoll followed stories into the shadows of life. Covering crime for so long, she watched and was deeply
moved by all the ripples each case caused, and the haunting impact on the families, friends and witnesses
involved. It is those ripples that she explores in her darker fiction. Teresa lives in beautiful Devon with her
husband and two sons. She writes women’s fiction as well as thrillers, and her novels have been sold for
translation in fifteen languages.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 2/14/2019 $25.99 9781721333257

The Spitfire Girls
Soraya M. Lane

Contributor Bio
Soraya M. Lane graduated with a law degree before realising that law wasn't the career for her and that her
future was in writing. She is the author of historical and contemporary women's fiction, and her most recent
historical novel, Voyage of the Heart, was an Amazon bestseller.
Soraya lives on a small farm in her native New Zealand with her husband, their two young sons and a
collection of four-legged friends. When she’s not writing, she loves to be outside playing make-believe with
her children or snuggled up inside reading.

Lake Union Publishing
9781503905030
Pub Date: 2/26/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000
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One Last Summer
Victoria Connelly

Contributor Bio

Lake Union Publishing
9781542041744
Pub Date: 3/4/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000

Victoria Connelly is the bestselling author of The Rose Girls and The Book Lovers series. With over half a
million sales, her books have been translated into many languages. The first, Flights of Angels, was made into
a film in Germany. Victoria flew to Berlin to see it being made and even played a cameo role in it. A Weekend
with Mr Darcy, the first in her popular Austen Addicts series about fans of Jane Austen has sold over 100,000
copies. She is also the author of several romantic comedies including The Runaway Actress which was
nominated for the Romantic Novelists' Association's Best Romantic Comedy of the Year. Victoria was brought
up in Norfolk, England before moving to Yorkshire where she got married in a medieval castle. After 11 years
in London, she moved to rural Suffolk where she lives in a Georgian cottage with her artist husband, a
Springer spaniel and her ex-battery hens.

The Shadow Between Us
Carol Mason

Contributor Bio
Carol Mason was born, and grew up, in the North-East of England. As a teenager she was crowned Britain's
National Smile Princess and since became a model, diplomat, hotel receptionist, waitress, and advertising
copywriter. She now lives in Canada with her husband, Tony.
Lake Union Publishing
9781542041867
Pub Date: 3/14/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000
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Beyond the Shadow of Night
Ray Kingfisher

Contributor Bio

Lake Union Publishing
9781612189345
Pub Date: 4/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

Ray Kingfisher was born and bred in the Black Country in the UK. He wrote a singularly awful novel in the
early 1990s, and so concentrated on his IT/engineering career (and renovating a house) for the next fifteen
years. In 2009, the urge to write broke through again, and this time he decided to learn how to do it
properly. Ray now writes in a few different genres, through indecision and belligerence as much as through
choice. To find out more about Ray and his stories, please visit his website at www.raykingfisher.com.

Fiction / Family Life
FIC045000

Nothing to Lose
Victoria Selman

Summary
He’s looking for his next victim. She looks just like his last.

Thomas & Mercer
9781542041935
Pub Date: 4/11/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022020
Series: Ziba Mackenzie
#2

Primrose Hill, London. Offender Profiler Ziba MacKenzie arrives at the scene of a gruesome murder with a
disturbing sense of déjà vu. Nine days earlier, another woman’s body was found: same location, same MO,
same physical appearance. For the police, it’s clear a new serial killer is on the loose. But for Ziba, it’s even
more sinister—because the victims look just like her.
Ziba has been the focus of a killer’s interest before, and knows that if she gets too close again this case could
be her last. Still, she’s not one to play by the rules—especially when her secret investigation into her
husband’s murder begins to attract unwanted attention.
With someone watching her every step, can Ziba uncover what connects the two victims before she becomes
one herself?

Contributor Bio
After graduating from Oxford University, Victoria Selman studied Creative Writing at the City Lit and wrote for
the Ham & High and Daily Express newspapers. In 2013 she won the Full Stop Short Story Prize and her first
novel, Blood for Blood, was shortlisted for the 2017 Debut Dagger Award. Victoria lives in London with her
husband and two sons.
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Secret Child
Caroline Mitchell

Contributor Bio

Thomas & Mercer
9781503905023
Pub Date: 4/18/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
Series: A DI Amy Winter
Thriller #2

USA Today and International #1 Bestselling Author. Shortlisted by the International Thriller Awards for best
ebook 2017. Over half a million books sold. Caroline originates from Ireland and now lives with her family in a
village on the coast of Essex. A former police detective, she has worked in CID and specialised in roles dealing
with vulnerable victims, high-risk victims of domestic abuse, and serious sexual offences. She now writes full
time. Caroline writes psychological and crime thrillers. The most recent, Silent Victim reached No.1 in the
Amazon charts in the UK, USA and Australia. It has been described as 'brilliantly gripping and deliciously
creepy'.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 4/18/2019 $25.99 9781721334117
UBR MP3-CD - 4/18/2019 $14.99 9781721334124

One Word Kill
Mark Lawrence

Summary
Ready Player One meets Stranger Things in this thrilling new novel by bestselling author Mark
Lawrence.
In January 1986, fifteen-year-old boy-genius Nick Hayes discovers he’s dying. And it isn’t even the strangest
thing to happen to him that week.

47North
9781503903265
Pub Date: 5/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Science Fiction
FIC028080
Series: Nick Harris Series

Nick and his Dungeons & Dragons-playing friends are used to living in their imaginations. But when a new
girl, Mia, joins the group and reality becomes weirder than the fantasy world they visit in their weekly games,
none of them are prepared for what comes next. A strange—yet curiously familiar—man is following Nick, with
abilities that just shouldn’t exist. And this man bears a cryptic message: Mia’s in grave danger, though she
doesn’t know it yet. She needs Nick’s help—now.
He finds himself in a race against time to unravel an impossible mystery and save the girl. And all that stands
in his way is a probably terminal disease, a knife-wielding maniac and the laws of physics.
Challenge accepted.

Contributor Bio
Before becoming an author, Mark Lawrence was a research scientist for twenty years, working on artificial
intelligence. He is a dual national, with both British and American citizenship, and has held secret-level
clearance with both governments. At one point, he was qualified to say, 'This isn't rocket science - oh wait, it
actually is.'
He is the author of the Broken Empire trilogy (Prince of Thorns, King of Thorns and Emperor of Thorns), the
Red Queen's War trilogy (Prince of Fools, The Liar's Key and The Wheel of Osheim) and the Book of the
Ancestor series (Red Sister, Grey Sister and Holy Sister).
Amazon Pub - Spring 19, UK - September 2018
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AMAZONCROSSING

The Last of the Stanfields
Marc Levy, Daniel Wasserman

Summary
A mystery, a love story, and a search through a shadowy past. Two strangers
unite in this novel of family secrets by international bestselling author Marc
Levy, the most read contemporary French author in the world.
When London journalist Eleanor-Rigby Donovan receives an anonymous letter alluding
to a crime committed by her deceased mother, her life is turned upside down. It
points her to a bar on the Baltimore Harbor, where she finds a stranger who has
received the same mysterious letter about his own mother. Together, Eleanor-Rigby
and this young man, George-Harrison Collins, embark on a quest through the
shadowy past of the Stanfields, a moneyed Maryland family full of unimaginable
secrets. These secrets will transport them back decades, across continents, and to a
mysterious crime long buried…until now.
AmazonCrossing
9781503904057
Pub Date: 1/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Family Life
FIC045000
Related Products
Other Formats
9781503959125 - $24.95
HARDCOVER
9781978608122 - $34.99
UBR CD
9781978608139 - $24.99
UBR MP3-CD

Contributor Bio
With more than forty million books sold, Marc Levy is the most-read French author
alive today. He's written nineteen novels to date, including P.S. from Paris, All Those
Things We Never Said, The Children of Freedom, and Replay.
Originally written for his son, his first novel, If Only It Were True, was later adapted
for the big screen as Just Like Heaven, starring Reese Witherspoon and Mark Ruffalo.
Since then, Levy has not only won the hearts of European readers, he's won over
audiences around the globe. More than one and a half million of his books have been
sold in China alone, and his novels have been published in forty-nine languages. He
lives in New York City. Readers can learn more ab...

Comp Titles
P.S. from Paris

Levy,
Marc

AmazonCrossing 9/1/2017

9781477820285 $14.95
1477820280
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

All Those Things We
Never Said

Levy,
Marc

AmazonCrossing 11/14/2017

9781542045926 $14.95
1542045924
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

“With sassy characters and a refreshing
narrative, Levy delays the inevitable in
clever ways, allowing for personality quirks
and believable foibles to make the steady
descent into romance a fun ride.” —
Publishers Weekly
“A highly entertaining read.” —Kirkus
Reviews

Spring 19 - Crossing - September 2018
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The Road Beyond Ruin
Gemma Liviero

Summary
A breathtaking novel of secrets, lies, and survival in post–World War II Germany, where alliances
may not be what they seem.
August 1945. As Stefano, an Italian POW, heads toward home across war-ravaged Germany, he encounters a
young child beside his dead mother. Unable to leave him to an unknown fate, Stefano takes the boy with him,
finding refuge in a seemingly abandoned house in a secluded woodland.

Lake Union Publishing
9781503901018
Pub Date: 1/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
444 Pages
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

But the house is far from vacant. Stefano wakes at the arrival of its owner, Erich, a former German soldier,
who invites the travelers to stay until they can find safe passage home. Stefano cautiously agrees, intrigued
by the disarming German, his reclusive neighbor Rosalind, and her traumatized husband, Georg. Stefano is
also drawn to Monique, the girl in a photograph on Rosalind’s wall, who went missing during the war.
But when he discovers letters written by Monique, a darker truth emerges. This place of refuge could be one
of reckoning, and the secrets of the past might prevent the travelers from ever getting home.

Contributor Bio
Demian Vitanza is a playwright and novelist who has conducted numerous writing workshops, including one
for the inmates of Halden Prison in Norway. He is the author of Sub Rosa and the award-winning novel Urak.
This Life or the Next is Demian's third novel and his first to be translated into English.

Where Have All the Young Girls Gone
Leena Lehtolainen, Owen F. Witesman

Summary
A group of hate crimes, a conspiracy, or a coincidence? Investigator Maria Kallio searches for
answers close to home in award-winning author Leena Lehtolainen’s riveting thriller.
After completing a dangerous mission training police officers in war-torn Afghanistan, Detective Maria Kallio
returns to Finland as the head of a new special crimes unit. But what awaits her in her home country is her
most challenging and unsettling case yet. Three immigrant Muslim girls, all members of the same social club,
have gone missing under mysterious circumstances. When the body of a fourth girl is found in the snow,
strangled with her own headscarf, the investigation takes on a grim new urgency.
AmazonCrossing
9781542040310
Pub Date: 1/8/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
316 Pages
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022020
Series: Maria Kallio

Is there a xenophobic serial killer on the loose? A random white nationalist? Or does something more insidious
bind the girls? In a Finnish city struggling to assimilate a new population of Muslim immigrants, the answers
are hard to come by…
One thing is certain: it will take a detective familiar with the darkest depths of humanity to sift through the
wreckage of clashing cultures in search of the truth. That...

Contributor Bio
Leena Lehtolainen was born in Vesanto, Finland, to parents who taught language and literature. At the age of
ten, she began her first book - a young adult novel - and published it two years later, followed by a second
book at the age of seventeen. The author of the long-running bestselling Maria Kallio Mystery series, which
includes - most recently - Derailed and The Nightingale Murder, Leena has received numerous awards. Among
them are the 1997 Vuoden Johtolanka (Clue) Award for the best Finnish crime novel and the 2000 Great
Finnish Book Club prize. Her work has been published in twenty-nine languages. Besides writing, Leena enjoys
classical singing, her beloved cats, and - her greatest passion - figure skating. Her nonfiction book about the
sport, The Enchantment of Figure Skating, was chosen as the Sport Book of the Year 2011 in Finland, where
Leena lives with her husband and two sons.
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The Tenth Island
Finding Joy, Beauty, and Unexpected Love in the Azores
Diana Marcum

Summary
From a Pulitzer Prize–winning writer comes an exuberant memoir of personal loss and longing, and
finding connection on the remote Azorean Islands of the Atlantic Ocean.
Reporter Diana Marcum is in crisis. A long-buried personal sadness is enfolding her—and her career is
stalled—when she stumbles upon an unusual group of immigrants living in rural California. She follows them
on their annual return to the remote Azorean Islands in the Atlantic Ocean, where bulls run down village
streets, volcanoes are active, and the people celebrate festas to ease their saudade, a longing so deep that
the Portuguese word for it can’t be fully translated.
Little A
9781503941311
Pub Date: 1/29/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
252 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

*New in paperback

Years later, California is in a terrible drought, the wildfires seem to never end, and Diana finds herself still
dreaming of those islands and the chuva—a rain so soft you don’t notice when it begins or ends.
With her troublesome Labrador retriever, Murphy, in tow, Diana returns to the islands of her dreams only to
discover that there are still things she longs for—and one of them may be a most unexpected love.
An Amazon Charts Most Read book.

Contributor Bio
Diana Marcum is a narrative writer for the Los Angeles Times. In 2015, she won the Pulitzer Prize for feature
writing for her newspaper portraits of farmers, field-workers, and others in the drought-stricken towns of
California's Central Valley.

The Strange Journey of Alice Pendelbury
Marc Levy, Chris Murray

Summary
From international bestselling author Marc Levy comes a witty and beguiling novel of one woman’s
unexpected journey to follow her destiny.
Alice Pendelbury believes everything in her life is pretty much in order—from her good friends to her
burgeoning career. But even Alice has to admit it’s been an odd week. Not only has her belligerent neighbor,
Mr. Daldry, suddenly become a surprisingly agreeable confidant, but he’s encouraging her to take seriously the
fortune-teller who told her that only by traveling to Turkey can Alice meet the most important person in her
life.

AmazonCrossing
9781542040563
Pub Date: 2/5/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

What’s more, the peculiarly insistent Mr. Daldry has even agreed to finance Alice’s trip—one that against all
reason seems to be predestined. It’s on this journey, crazy from the outset and strangely irresistible, that
Alice will find out that nothing in her life is real, that her past is not true, and that the six people she’s about
to encounter will shape her future in ways she could never have dreamed.
Revised edition: Previously published as L’étrange voyage de Monsieur Daldry, this edition of The
Strange Journey of A...

Contributor Bio
With more than forty million books sold, Marc Levy is the most read French author alive today. He’s written
nineteen novels to date, including The Last of the Stanfields, P.S. from Paris, All Those Things We Never Said,
The Children of Freedom, and Replay. Originally written for his son, his first novel, If Only It Were True, was
later adapted for the big screen as Just Like Heaven, starring Reese Witherspoon and Mark Ruffalo. Since
then, Levy has not only won the hearts of European readers, he’s won over audiences around the globe. More
than one and a half million of his books have been sold in China alone, and his novels have been published in
forty-nine languages. He lives in New York City. Readers can learn more about Levy and follow his work at
www.marclevy.info.
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What the Wind Knows
Amy Harmon

Summary
In an unforgettable love story, a woman’s impossible journey through the ages
could change everything….
Anne Gallagher grew up enchanted by her grandfather’s stories of Ireland.
Heartbroken at his death, she travels to his childhood home to spread his ashes.
There, overcome with memories of the man she adored and consumed by a history
she never knew, she is pulled into another time.
The Ireland of 1921, teetering on the edge of war, is a dangerous place in which to
awaken. But there Anne finds herself, hurt, disoriented, and under the care of Dr.
Thomas Smith, guardian to a young boy who is oddly familiar. Mistaken for the boy’s
long-missing mother, Anne adopts her identity, convinced the woman’s disappearance
is connected to her own.
Lake Union Publishing
9781503904590
Pub Date: 3/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

As tensions rise, Thomas joins the struggle for Ireland’s independence and Anne is
drawn into the conflict beside him. Caught between history and her heart, she must
decide whether she’s willing to let go of the life she knew for a love she never
thought she’d find. But in the end, is the choice actually hers to make?

Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

Contributor Bio
Amy Harmon is a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling
author of thirteen novels, including From Sand and Ash, and the Whitney Awardwinning The Law of Moses. Her historical novels, inspirational romances, and young
adult fantasy books are now being published internationally. To find out more about
Amy, visit her at www.authoramyharmon.com.

Comp Titles
From Sand and
Ash

Harmon,
Amy

Lake Union
Publishing

12/1/2016

9781503939325 $14.95
1503939324
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

A Goodreads Choice Award Finalist, Historical Fiction
“I just finished and I can’t stop crying. From Sand and Ash was phenomenal.
The writing was brilliant, the love story was epic, and the depiction of events,
gut-wrenching. I had to stop throughout to catch my breath.” —Schmexy Girl
Book Blog
“Amy Harmon is a fresh and creative voice in fiction. I marvel at her ability to
weave together a story that grips hold of my heart and my imagination.” —
Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author
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The Murmur of Bees
Sofia Segovia, Simon Bruni

Summary
From a beguiling voice in Mexican fiction comes an astonishing novel—her first to be translated into
English—about a mysterious child with the power to change a family’s history in a country on the
verge of revolution.

Amazon Crossing
9781542040501
Pub Date: 4/23/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

From the day old Nana Reja found a baby abandoned under a bridge, the life of a small Mexican village
forever changed. Disfigured and covered in a blanket of bees, little Simonopio is for some locals the stuff of
superstition, a child kissed by the devil. But he is welcomed by landowners Francisco and Beatriz Morales,
who adopt him and care for him as if he were their own. As he grows up, Simonopio becomes a cause for
wonder to the Morales family, because when the uncannily gifted child closes his eyes, he can see what no
one else can—visions of all that’s yet to come, both beautiful and dangerous. Followed by his protective
swarm of bees and living to deliver his adoptive family from threats—both human and those of nature
—Simonopio’s purpose in Linares will, in time, be divined.
Set against the backdrop of the Mexican Revolution and the devastating influenza of 1918, Th...

Contributor Bio
Sofía Segovia was born in Monterrey, Mexico. She studied communications at Universidad de Monterrey,
thinking mistakenly that she would be a journalist. But fiction is her first love. A creative writing teacher, she
has also been a ghostwriter and communications director for local political campaigns and has written several
plays for local theater. Her novels include Noche de huracán, El murmullo de las abejas (The Murmur of
Bees)—which was named a Discovery by Penguin Random House and Novel of the Year by iTunes—and
Huracán. Sofía likes to travel the world, but she loves coming home to her husband, three children, two dogs,
and a cat. She writes her best surrounded and inspired by their joyous chaos.

The Boy Between Worlds
A Story of Love and Loss
Annejet van der Zijl, Kristen Gehrman

Contributor Bio

AmazonCrossing
9781542040099
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

Annejet van der Zijl is one of the best-known and most widely read literary nonfiction writers in the
Netherlands. She has written biographies of Dutch children's author Annie M. G. Schmidt; Prince Bernhard,
the husband of former Dutch queen Juliana; and Gerard Heineken, founder of the famous beer empire; as
well as other works. Her nonfiction has been awarded the M. J. Brusse Prize for the best work of journalism
and has been nominated for the Golden Owl and the AKO Literary Prize. An American Princess spent more
than fifteen weeks at the top of the national bestseller list in the Netherlands and was short-listed for the
Libris History Prize. In 2012, she was awarded the Golden Quill for her entire oeuvre.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 5/7/2019 $25.99 9781978650237
UBR MP3-CD - 5/7/2019 $14.99 9781978650244
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The Blue Period
Luke Jerod Kummer
A brilliantly told historical novel about Pablo Picasso’s life as a young artist in Paris.
At the dawn of the 20th century – before Paris became a hotbed of artistic expression, and long before Pablo
Picasso’s groundbreaking work in cubism began – the young artist, barely an adult, came to Paris from
Barcelona and began painting models, and interacting with them. He and another painter shared an
apartment and studio, and quickly became involved with a young woman they’d both painted. The love
triangle that evolved eventually led to the suicide of Picasso’s friend, a death that plunged the 19-year-old
Picasso into a deep depression. From that emerged what art historians now call “The Blue Period,” thought
by many to be a reference to his palette, but in fact encompassing the early, dark mood that beset Picasso -until true love saved him at last, and led to the Rose Period that first brought him fame.

Little A
9781542049962
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

About the Author:
Luke Jerod Kummer has written for The New York Times, The Washington Post,
New York Magazine, The New Republic, Bloomberg, The Village Voice, The
Washingtonian and Kindle Singles. This is his first novel.

Other Formats
HARDCOVER - 7/1/2019 $24.95 9781542049979
UBR CD - 7/1/2019 $34.99 9781543698213
UBR MP3-CD - 7/1/2019 $24.99 9781543698220

How Fires End
Marco Rafalà

Summary
A dark secret born out of World War II lies at the heart of an American Italian family in this
emotional and sweeping saga of guilt, revenge, and, ultimately, redemption.
Little A
9781542042994
Pub Date: 7/9/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

After soldiers have vacated the Sicilian hillside town of Melilli in the summer of 1943, the locals celebrate,
giving thanks to their patron saint, Sebastian. Amid the revelry, all it takes is one fateful moment for the
destiny of nine-year-old Salvatore Vassallo to change forever. When his twin brothers are killed by a stray
mortar shell, Salvatore’s faith is destroyed. As the family unravels, and fear ignites among their neighbors
that the Vassallo name is cursed, one tragedy begets another.
Desperate to escape his haunting legacy, Salvatore accepts the help of an Italian soldier with fascist ties to
usher him and his sister, Nella, into a new beginning in America. Over the decades, in the Connecticut
community of Little Melilli, Salvatore struggles to build a life for himself, his sister, and his inquisitive
American-born son, David. But all his efforts are tainted by an inescapable past built on secrets and lies. ...

Contributor Bio
Marco Rafalà is a first-generation Sicilian American. He earned his MFA in fiction from The New School and is
a cocurator of the Guerrilla Lit Reading Series for established and emerging authors in New York City. His
fiction has appeared in the Bellevue Literary Review. He is also a game writer whose credits include Star Trek
Adventures and The One Ring Roleplaying Game, an award-winning tabletop game based on the novels of J.
R. R. Tolkien. Born in Middletown, Connecticut, Marco now lives in Brooklyn, New York. How Fires End is his
debut novel. For more information, visit www.marcorafala.com.
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AMAZONCROSSING

Memory and Oblivion
Paloma Sánchez-Garnica, Achy Obejas

Summary
Paloma Sánchez-Garnica’s first novel to be translated into English is a beautiful, harrowing, and
illuminating story of family betrayals and a last chance for forgiveness.
Carlota Molina has a brilliant career as a judge in Madrid, the respect of her peers, and an independent life.
But it’s a life still haunted by the specter of a father she’s been estranged from for decades. Then one day
Carlota gets a phone call from a familial stranger—her half sister, Julia—with an impassioned request. After
years of pain and distance, Carlota’s father, Clemente, wants to see her before he dies…and to settle the past.

AmazonCrossing
9781503903029
Pub Date: 11/13/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback

Seizing on the opportunity to confront all her disillusions, Carlota begins to unravel the lies and deception in
her family history. Some secrets she knows, and some secrets she has yet to discover. It is up to Carlota to
decide how much of a mark she will let those secrets leave.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 11/13/2018 $24.99 9781978650503
UBR MP3-CD - 11/13/2018 $14.99 9781978650510

448 Pages
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

The Arrow Collector
Cristian Perfumo, Kevin Gerry Dunn

Summary
A forensic detective in Patagonia unearths an archeological mystery in this novel of buried secrets
and murder from Argentinian author Cristian Perfumo.
The calm of a sleepy Patagonian fishing port has been broken by murder. It’s the case of a lifetime for brilliant
and headstrong forensic detective Laura Badía. The crime is brutal and baffling. The victim is Julio Ortega, a
local heartthrob and an old flame of Laura’s. The apparent motive is the theft of a collection of ancient and
mysterious iridescent arrowheads that Ortega had recently acquired. Carved nearly six thousand years ago
out of Amazon opal, they are now missing from Ortega’s home, vanishing once again into legend.

AmazonCrossing
9781542040556
Pub Date: 12/11/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
256 Pages
Fiction / Crime
FIC050000

With the help of a Buenos Aires archeologist, Laura begins to assemble the pieces of a deadly puzzle. It starts
in Puerto Deseado with the secrets of Ortega’s friends, enemies, and lovers. Where it leads is the panoramic
reach of the Perito Moreno Glacier and far beyond, to the most remote corners of Patagonia. Can they
uncover the dark history of the most infamous lithic art collection in the world? Generation...

Contributor Bio
Cristian Perfumo lives in Spain and writes thrillers set in Patagonia, where he grew up. His first novel, The
Sunken Secret, was inspired by a true story and has sold thousands of copies around the world. A successful
self-published author, he has an established Kindle Direct Publishing following in Spanish-speaking countries.
The Arrow Collector is his second novel published in English. Its original, Spanish version won the 2017
Amazon Annual Literary Award for Independent Spanish-Language Authors. Learn more about his work at
www.cristianperfumo.com/en.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 12/11/2018 $24.99 9781721333134
UBR MP3-CD - 12/11/2018 $14.99 9781721333141
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Shadows Across America
Guillermo Valcárcel, Kit Maude

Summary
A man’s search for a missing girl leads him across borders and through a landscape of urban violence
in this timely, propulsive, and brilliantly imagined thriller.
Ethan is living a solid, rational life as a bail bondsman in Florida when he’s compelled to make a seemingly
irrational decision: abandon his job and his girlfriend and head south to rescue the daughter of his ex-lover,
Michelle. She appears to have been kidnapped by the Mara—vicious street gangs ripping apart the fabric of
Central American life—and there’s every reason to believe the girl is dead already. Except for the one that
Ethan has been hiding from everyone: she is calling to him in his dreams with three desperate words…I’m still
alive.
AmazonCrossing
9781503958821
Pub Date: 1/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

What begins as an urgent mission to save her soon pulls Ethan into a subterranean culture of fear, corruption,
and human trafficking with a surreal connection to the most unspeakable crimes of the twentieth century.
Suddenly Ethan’s past has come back to haunt him—especially his relationship with Michelle and a passion
that was as dangerous as it was intoxicating. Now, heeding impossi...

Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000

Contributor Bio
Guillermo Valcárcel was born in Madrid. He worked in the construction industry by day and studied filmmaking
at night until 2008, when he moved to Costa Rica, where he currently lives and works as a filmmaker. He also
dedicates his time to writing and illustrating. He is the author of another thriller, Counterfeit, as well as The
Wave That Hit Spain, an influential essay that launched his writing career.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 1/1/2019 $24.99 9781978650176
UBR MP3-CD - 1/1/2019 $14.99 9781978650183

Chaos, A Fable
Rodrigo Rey Rosa

Summary
A breathtaking novella about faith and anarchy by the acclaimed and prizewinning Latin American writer
Rodrigo Rey Rosa.
AmazonCrossing
9781542090506
Pub Date: 2/26/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

Mexican author Rubirosa is attending a book fair in Tangier when he reconnects with an old acquaintance, a
Moroccan artist who asks one favor of his visiting friend: to access the puzzling files on a memory card. It
could help fulfill the destiny of his son Abdelkrim. It could also unwittingly draw both men into irreversible
events already in motion on distant shores.
In America, Abdelkrim, a brilliant aspiring astronaut deemed “too Muslim” for citizenship, has teamed up with
an equally gifted young prodigy, a witness to the plight of Syrian refugees. Together, the foreign students
share a vision of altering the world’s geopolitical landscape to end human suffering with a nearly inconceivable
blueprint. And they can turn theory to reality. They can bring about change. But only through a technological
apocalypse can there be redemption—by unleashing total chaos.
A provocative morality tale that moves with the visceral rhythms of a high-tech thriller, Chaos, a Fable is ...

Contributor Bio
Rodrigo Rey Rosa was born in Guatemala in 1958. He immigrated to New York in 1980, and in 1982 he
moved to Morocco. American expatriate writer Paul Bowles, with whom Rey Rosa had been corresponding,
translated his first three books into English. Rey Rosa has based many of his writings and stories on legends
and myths indigenous to Latin America and North Africa. Of his many works, seven have been translated into
English: The Beggar’s Knife, Dust on Her Tongue, The Pelcari Project, The Good Cripple, The African Shore,
Severina, and now Chaos, a Fable. He currently lives in Guatemala City.
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Alguien te sigue
Mario Escobar

Cuando varias influencers del mundo del running aparecen asesinadas, la agente del FBI Jennifer Rodríguez
debe afrontar el desafío de seguir la pista de un asesino en serie, ayudada por su mentor en Quantico, Charly
Shipman. Pero nada es lo que parece, y tras esas muertes, ejecutadas siguiendo un cruel ritual y
transmitidas por la red, se oculta una verdad difícil de asimilar.
Este thriller indaga en los abismos de la mente humana y de la red de redes, y nos muestra con crudeza la
vulnerabilidad del ser humano en un mundo interconectado.
About the Author

Amazon Publishing
9782919802852
Pub Date: 10/2/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022020

Mario Escobar nació en Madrid, es licenciado en Historia y diplomado en Estudios Avanzados, en la
especialidad de Historia Moderna. Es novelista, ensayista y conferenciante, director de la revista Nueva
historia para el debate y colabora habitualmente con las publicaciones Más allá e Historia National
Geographic.
Presencia habitual en la lista de los 100 libros más vendidos de Amazon, ha publicado obras de diversos
géneros entre las que destacan novelas de suspense como Desaparecida, El club de los martes o El círculo
(traducida al inglés, alemán e italiano), y las novelas de ficción histórica Canción de cuna de Auschwitz y El
país de las lágrimas.
Ha sabido aunar su vocación académica, su pasión por la historia de las religiones y su oficio literario en
ensayos de figuras tan relevantes como Martin Luther King o en libros como Francisco, el primer papa
latinoamericano (traducido a doce idiomas).

Volver a Assam
Janet MacLeod Trotter, David León

Summary
La India, 1933. Adela Robson es una adolescente que escapa de la escuela, decidida a perseguir su pasión por
la interpretación. En Shimla, la sede veraniega del Gobierno imperial, se entrega a cuantas diversiones ofrece
la sociedad india de la época a una hermosa debutante. Pero cuando parece a un paso de alcanzar sus
ambiciones, la joven llama la atención de un apuesto príncipe, un juerguista encantador que dará al traste
con sus sueños...

AmazonCrossing
9782919803347
Pub Date: 10/9/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
556 Pages
Fiction / Sagas
FIC008000
Series: Aromas de té

Tres años más tarde, el escenario de su vida ha cambiado completamente. En Inglaterra, a las puertas de la
segunda guerra mundial, Adela se encuentra despojada de esperanzas y cariño, además de esconder un
vergonzoso secreto. Su amor por la escena se ha transformado en un desesperado intento de hallar el camino
de vuelta a casa. Solo una voluntad y fuerza excepcionales podrían llevarla de regreso a la India.

Contributor Bio
La escritora británica Janet MacLeod Trotter ha publicado veinte novelas, trece de las cuales son sagas
históricas ambientadas en el siglo xx. La primera, The Hungry Hills, fue candidata al premio del The Sunday
Times al mejor autor novel, mientras que Las luces de Assam participó en la nominación a mejor novela del
año de la Romantic Novelists' Association y ha figurado entre los diez títulos más vendidos de Amazon,
además de obtener un gran éxito de ventas en ruso y en francés. Janet ha escrito también para el público
adolescente y es autora de numerosos relatos para revistas femeninas, algunos de ellos recogidos en la
antología Ice Cream Summer. Sus memorias de infancia en Durham y Skye en la década de 1960, Beatles &
Chiefs, fueron protagonistas del espacio de la BBC Radio 4 Home Truths. Asimismo, la autora ha sido
columnista en The Newcastle Journal, ha dirigido The Clan MacLeod Magazine y es miembro de la Romantic
Novelists' Association. (www.janetmacleodtrotter.com)
Tras Las luces de Assam y Las promesas de Assam, Volver a Assam es la tercera entrega de la serie Aromas
de té, c...
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Un millón de estrellas
Jamie McGuire, Ana Alcaina

Summary
Cuando Elliott ve a Catherine por primera vez, el flechazo es instantáneo: nunca había captado con su cámara
una imagen tan triste y a la vez tan hermosa. Ambos se consideran unos bichos raros y la conexión que surge
entre ellos es muy especial. Sin embargo, cuando ella más lo necesita, Elliott se ve obligado a abandonarla.
Él regresa al cabo de dos años, pero los dos han cambiado: él es la estrella del equipo de fútbol del instituto
y ella trabaja a todas horas en la misteriosa casa de huéspedes de su madre. Catherine no le ha perdonado
que se fuera, pero Elliott está decidido a reconquistar su amistad... y también su corazón.
Justo cuando Catherine está lista para volver a confiar en Elliott, deberá hacer frente a un terrible secreto que
lleva años ocultando y que amenaza con hacer trizas todas sus esperanzas de ser felices juntos.
AmazonCrossing
9782919803361
Pub Date: 10/16/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
538 Pages
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020

Contributor Bio
Jamie McGuire nació en Tulsa, Oklahoma, y estudió en el Northern Oklahoma College, la Universidad Central
de Oklahoma, y al Autry Technology Center, donde se graduó en Radiografía. Pionera del género Young Adult,
es la autora superventas de la serie Beautiful, compuesta por los libros Maravilloso desastre, Inevitable
desastre y Un desastre es para siempre, así como de la serie de Los hermanos Maddox. Jamie fue la primera
autora indie de la historia en firmar un acuerdo de publicación en papel con el gigante minorista Walmart.
Entre los premios que ha recibido se incluye el galardón a la mejor distopía del año 2014 UtopYA por Red Hill
y a la mejor novela romántica del año 2016 de iBooks por Beautiful Burn.
Sus libros se han traducido a cincuenta idiomas y Un millón de estrellas es su primera novela traducida al
español con el sello AmazonCrossing. Actualmente, Jamie vive en Colorado con su esposo, Jeff, y sus tres
hijos.
Para saber más sobre la autora, visita su página web www.jamiemcguire.com, o síguela en Twitter
@JamieMcGuire.

Cosas que nunca dijimos
Nick Alexander, Roberto Falcó Miramontes

Summary
Todo el amor que ella le dio, todos los secretos que no le contó
Cuando Catherine descubre que le queda poco tiempo de vida, decide dejarle un regalo póstumo a Sean, su
marido: una caja de recuerdos en forma de fotografías y cintas. A través de ellas, Catherine repasará los
momentos más importantes vividos juntos para que Sean nunca los olvide, pero también le revelará todos los
secretos que jamás se había atrevido a contarle, las cosas que nunca le dijo.
Con cada grabación, Sean irá conociendo mejor a la mujer de su vida: a la amante, a la esposa, a la madre
que fue. Sumido en un torbellino de emociones, deberá cumplir con el deseo de Catherine y escuchar hasta la
última cinta para confirmar si, a pesar de todo, su historia de amor estaba predestinada.
AmazonCrossing
9782919804207
Pub Date: 10/30/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000

About the Author:
Nick Alexander nació en 1964 en el Reino Unido, en una familia de pintores, y empezó a cultivar su pasión por
la escritura desde la infancia. Ha vivido y trabajado en Inglaterra, Estados Unidos y Francia.
Su carrera como escritor autopublicado empezó en 2001. Aunque ya había cosechado importantes éxitos de
ventas, la publicación en 2010 de The Case of the Missing Boyfriend y su continuación The French House lo
llevó a vender más de 300.000 ejemplares. La consagración le llegó en 2015 con The Photographer’s Wife y El
otro hijo, dos dramas familiares con más de un millón de lectores, un hecho que hace de Nick Alexander el
tercer autor indie más vendido del Reino Unido. Estos éxitos han dado pie a la traducción de varias de sus
obras.
Tras una breve relación con editoriales que se interesaron por sus libros anteriores, en 2014 regresó al mundo
de la autopublicación, un proceso que le resulta mucho más interesante y divertido que el mundo de la edición
tradicional.
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Un granito de mostaza
Laila Ibrahim
Laila Ibrahim, David León

Summary
La continuación de la exitosa novela La flor del azafrán amarillo.
AmazonCrossing
9782919805662
Pub Date: 11/13/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

Tras haberse criado en un hogar privilegiado de Virginia, Lisbeth abandona a su familia, contraria al
abolicionismo. Dieciocho años después y finalizada la Guerra de Secesión, la joven vuelve con los suyos para
visitar a su padre enfermo. Allí se encontrará con su antigua y queridísima aya negra, Mattie, y su hija
Jordan, nacida en esclavitud. Ellas también huyeron y han regresado al Sur para salvar a la única pariente
que les queda allí, oprimida y consagrada a un trabajo extenuante.
Para Lisbeth es momento de reconciliación; para Jordan y Mattie, de liberación. Pronto se toparán con una
cruel realidad, en la que perviven el racismo y la injusticia, auspiciados por el resentimiento de los
terratenientes blancos. Las tres mujeres se verán obligadas a reunir el valor suficiente para liberar a sus
familias —y a ellas mismas— del pasado. Así descubrirán que se hallan unidas por un vínculo más poderoso
que la amistad.

About the Author:
El amor más allá de las diferencias es un tema complejo sobre el que Laila Ibrahim puede llamarse una
experta. Su pasión por el ser humano comenzó con sus estudios en Psicología y Desarrollo Infantil, que luego
evolucionaron hacia un postgrado en Desarrollo Humano. Su gran necesidad de estar en contacto con niños, le
motivó a abrir su propia escuela (la Woolsey Children’s School) y hoy dirige el departamento infantil y familiar
de la primera iglesia unitaria de Oakland (California). Vive en Woolseyville, modesta comunidad de covivienda
de Berkeley, con su esposa, Rinda, sus perros y de cuando en cuando, sus hijas, Kalin y Maya IbrahimBartley.

Teatro veneciano
Maria Luisa Minarelli, Patricia Orts García

Summary
La víspera de la Ascensión de 1753, en el teatro San Giovanni Grisostomo de Venecia se estrena la ópera del
célebre compositor Matteo Velluti. Entre bastidores, sin embargo, reina una gran agitación: Momo, el factótum
del teatro, ha desaparecido, y cuando Marco Pisani, que asiste al espectáculo, acude a casa de este, lo
encuentra sin vida. Aunque parece una muerte natural, algo no acaba de convencer al avogadore. Para
empezar, en una silla yace una falsa joroba, que demuestra que Momo no era deforme. La autopsia revela,
además, que el criado murió envenenado. Y eso no es todo: era un castrato.

AmazonCrossing
9782919806157
Pub Date: 11/20/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022060
Series: Misterios venecianos

En una Venecia inmersa en los festejos de la Sensa, entre escenarios y vestidos fastuosos, presuntos magos y
alquimistas, mujeres de mala vida, sopranos y músicos, Marco Pisani se ve involucrado en un caso complejo.
Es un enigma sin solución aparente que lo obligará a cabalgar desde su hermosa y decadente ciudad hasta
Bolonia para buscar respuesta... ¿o quizá justicia?

About the Author:
Periodista y escritora, Maria Luisa Minarelli nació en Bolonia y se licenció en esa misma ciudad. Ha colaborado
en revistas como Storia illustrata e Historia y ha escrito sobre temas de salud, belleza y turismo. En 1992
publicó A tavola con la storia, en el que comparaba las civilizaciones de diferentes épocas y países desde el
punto de vista de las tradiciones gastronómicas. En 1998 escribió Donne di denari, un ensayo sobre las mujeres
empresarias a lo largo de los siglos, que fue traducido al alemán. En 2008 vio la luz la novela de suspense La
donna dal quadrifoglio, pero sin duda es con la serie Misterios venecianos con la que alcanzó su mayor difusión:
a los casos protagonizados por el avogadore Pisani en Escarlata veneciano (2017) y Oro veneciano (2018) se
suma ahora esta tercera entrega.
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Cuando desapareciste
John Marrs
John Marrs, Pilar de la Peña Minguell

Summary
Tras la desaparición de su marido, ella quería saber. Pronto deseará no haber sabido
Cuando Catherine despierta sola una mañana, piensa que su marido ha salido a correr antes de ir al trabajo,
pero Simon nunca llega a la oficina. Sus zapatillas siguen junto a la entrada. No falta nada, solo él. Catherine
sabe que a Simon le ha pasado algo. Él no la dejaría así sin más. No abandonaría a los niños. Pero Simon
sabe la verdad, sabe por qué se ha ido y lo que ha hecho. Sabe cosas de su matrimonio que destrozarían a
su esposa. Sabe que los recuerdos a los que ella se aferra son mentira.
AmazonCrossing
9782919805716 P
Pub Date: 11/27/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080

Mientras Catherine se enfrenta a una realidad nueva y oscura en casa, Simon recorre medio mundo y hace
todo lo posible por ir siempre un paso por delante de la verdad. Pero no puede esconderse eternamente. Así
que cuando reaparece, veinticinco años después, Catherine descubrirá por fin quién es. Y deseará no haberlo
sabido nunca.

About the Author:
John Marrs es un periodista free lance residente en Londres, que se ha pasado los últimos veinte años
entrevistando a personajes destacados del mundo de la televisión, el cine y la música para periódicos y revistas
como Guardian's Guide, Guardian Online, Total Film, Huffington Post, Empire, Q, GT, The Independent, S
Magazine o Company.
El enorme éxito de ventas de sus primeros títulos como novelista (Welcome to Wherever You Are, Cuando
desapareciste y The Good Samaritan) le han permitido desarrollar su carrera como escritor, con dos nuevos
títulos en preparación: Her Last Move (2018) y The One (2019).

La mirada de una bruja
Antonia J. Corrales
Antonia J. Corrales

Summary
La mirada de una bruja, segunda parte de la trilogía Historia de una bruja contemporánea.
Tras descubrir que su vida ha retrocedido hasta el momento previo a su separación de Alán, Diana intenta
seguir adelante con la esperanza de recuperar todo lo que ha perdido en ese salto: el evangelio de las brujas,
la gaveta, el pentagrama y, especialmente, la amistad de sus compañeros de viaje, que tanta ayuda le
brindaron la primera vez que llegó a ese ático madrileño lleno de magia, secretos y enigmas.

Amazon Publishing
9782919804047
Pub Date: 12/4/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000
Series: Historia de una bruja
contemporánea

Los acontecimientos extraordinarios siguen formando parte de su vida y entorpecen su propósito de
desentrañar el misterio de su pasado, pero al mismo tiempo la impulsan a avanzar en su camino de
descubrimiento. En este viaje, intentará ocultar su identidad para protegerse de una sociedad que no cree en
la magia, pero, sobre todo, para salvaguardarse de los que quieren encontrar el verdadero evangelio de las
brujas y destruirlo.
Esta segunda entrega de la trilogía Historia de una bruja contemporánea está llena de la magia que la
sociedad parece haber olvidado.

Contributor Bio
Antonia J. Corrales es una escritora española nacida en Madrid en 1959. Después de varios años trabajando
en el mundo de la administración y dirección de empresas, decidió dedicarse de lleno a la escritura. Comenzó
a adentrarse en el mundo de la edición en 1989 como correctora, y desde entonces ha trabajado como lectora
editorial, columnista, articulista, entrevistadora en publicaciones científicas, jurado en certámenes literarios y
coordinadora radiofónica. Ha sido galardonada con una veintena de premios en certámenes internacionales. Es
autora de las novelas La décima clave, La levedad del ser, As de corazones, Epitafio de un asesino, En un
rincón del alma y su segunda parte: Mujeres de agua. Con En un rincón del alma, lleva más de cinco años en
el top de ventas en España, EE.UU. y América Latina. Traducida al inglés, griego e italiano, su última novela
publicada de forma independiente es Y si fuera cierto. Se estrenó en el sello Amazon Publishing con Una bruja
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Without a Country
Ayse Kulin, Kenneth Dakan

Summary
From the international bestselling author of Last Train to Istanbul comes a novel based on true
events that explores the depths of pride, devotion, and persistence as four generations of a family
struggle to forge their destinies.
As Hitler’s reign of terror begins to loom large over Germany, Gerhard and Elsa Schliemann—like other
German Jews—must flee with their children in search of sanctuary. But life elsewhere in Europe offers few
opportunities for medical professor Gerhard and his fellow scientists. Then they discover an unexpected haven
in Turkey, where universities and hospitals welcome them as valuable assets.

AmazonCrossing
9781503901001
Pub Date: 1/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
332 Pages
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

*New in paperback

But despite embracing their adopted land, personal and political troubles persist. Military coups bring unrest
and uncertainty to the country, intermarriage challenges the cultural identity of Gerhard and Elsa’s
descendants, and anti-Semitism once again threatens their future in the place they call home.
From World War II to the age of social media, one family’s generations find their way through love and loss,
sacrifice and salvation, tragedy and triumph—with knowledge ha...

Contributor Bio
One of Turkey's most beloved authors, with more than ten million copies of her books sold, Ayse Kulin is
known for captivating stories about human endurance. In addition to penning internationally bestselling
novels, she has also worked as a producer, cinematographer, and screenwriter for numerous television shows
and films. Last Train to Istanbul, winner of the European Council Jewish Community Best Novel Award and the
Premio Roma in Italy, has been translated into twenty-three languages.
Other Formats
HARDCOVER - 7/1/2018 $24.95 9781503900974
UBR MP3-CD- 7/1/2018 $14 .999781543671605
UBR CD - 7/1/2018 $34.99 9 781543671599

Loving Liberty Levine
Colin Falconer

Summary
From the author of The Unkillable Kitty O’Kane comes a gripping novel about finding the American
Dream—and what it costs.
Lake Union Publishing
9781503904002
Pub Date: 2/19/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

In 1913, Sarah Levine sails to New York to start a promising new life with her husband, Micha. Unable to
conceive, Sarah despairs of ever having a family of her own. Her dream finally comes true when Micha brings
home an abandoned baby girl. Overjoyed, Sarah names the foundling Liberty. She never doubts her husband’s
story…not until after Micha’s death, when she discovers the truth hidden in his belongings.
From struggling to raise Liberty alone in a Lower East Side tenement to building a fashion empire, the only
constants in Sarah’s life are her love for her daughter and the terrible secret that she must keep. Sarah gives
Liberty everything she has, but the truth cannot stay hidden forever. As Liberty grows to womanhood and the
world prepares to go to war again, Sarah is asked to make one last impossible choice…

Contributor Bio
Colin Falconer has written over twenty novels, mainly historical fiction and crime. His work is enjoyed by a
wide audience and has so far been translated into twenty-three languages. Though his roots are in his native
London, he now lives in Australia.
When he was nine, his primary school teacher said he was a dreamer who was always making up stories and
he would never amount to anything. He still thinks that was a bit harsh.
If you think so too, you can follow Colin on BookBub to receive notices about his new releases and sales. You
can also visit his website at www.colinfalconer.org or connect with him at his Falconer author page on
Facebook for news, advanced reading copies, and contests.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 2/19/2019 $24.99 9781721333226
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The Broken Circle
A Memoir of Escaping Afghanistan
Enjeela Ahmadi-Miller

Summary
An emotional and sweeping memoir of love and survival—and of a committed and desperate family
uprooted and divided by the violent, changing landscape of Afghanistan in the early 1980s.
Before the Soviet invasion of 1980, Enjeela Ahmadi remembers her home—Kabul, Afghanistan—as peaceful,
prosperous, and filled with people from all walks of life. But after her mother, unsettled by growing political
unrest, leaves for medical treatment in India, the civil war intensifies, changing young Enjeela’s life forever.
Amid the rumble of invading Soviet tanks, Enjeela and her family are thrust into chaos and fear when it
becomes clear that her mother will not be coming home.
Little A
9781503903760
Pub Date: 3/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

Thus begins an epic, reckless, and terrifying five-year journey of escape for Enjeela, her siblings, and their
father to reconnect with her mother. In navigating the dangers ahead of them, and in looking back at the
wilderness of her homeland, Enjeela discovers the spiritual and physical strength to find hope in the most
desperate of circumstances.

Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

A heart-stopping memoir of a girl shaken by the brutalities of war and empowered ...

Contributor Bio
Enjeela Ahmadi-Miller was born in 1976 in Kabul, Afghanistan, and is now a citizen of the United States. She
also lived in Pakistan and India and speaks several languages, including Farsi, English, Hindi, and Urdu.
An entrepreneur since the age of eighteen, she has owned several businesses: a restaurant (Angelo's Pizza in
Los Angeles); a cosmetics line (Ahmadi, sold in spas and salons in LA); retail stores (Bella Bella, Friction, and
Milan, all in Dallas); and a clothing line (Henry III Generation, sold in Neiman Marcus and boutiques
throughout the US). In 2004 she married prominent Dallas real estate guru Henry S. Miller III, and in 2005
their son, Alexander, was born. A dynamic mother who strives to be as open and giving as possible, she
maintains a creative, passionate, artistic, and spiritual outlook on life.

Oh Sister, My Sister
Oksana Zabuzhko

Summary
Oksana Zabuzhko, celebrated author of the novels “Field Work in Ukrainian Sex” and “Museum of Abandoned
Secrets,” gathers here her short fiction for the uninitiated. These stories have been widely translated and
read, and they offer a magnificent perspective on Zabuzhko’s illustrious writing career.
AmazonCrossing
9781611090109
Pub Date: 5/14/19
$13.95
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000
1 lb Wt

Contributor Bio
Oksana Zabuzhko was born in 1960 in Ukraine. She made her poetry debut at the age of 12, yet, because her
parents had been blacklisted during the Soviet purges of the 1970s, it was not until the perestroika that her
first book was published. She graduated from the department of philosophy of Kyiv Shevchenko University,
obtained her PhD in philosophy of arts, and has spent some time in the USA lecturing as a Fulbright Fellow
and a Writer-in-Residence at Penn State University, Harvard University, and University of Pittsburgh. After the
publication of her novel "Field Work in Ukrainian Sex" (1996) , which in 2006 was named "the most influential
Ukrainian book for the 15 years of independence", she has been living in Kiev as a free-lance author. She has
authored 17 books of poetry, fiction, and non-fiction, which have been translated into fifteen languages.
Among her numerous acknowledgments are the Global Commitment Foundation Poetry Prize (1997), MacArthur
Grant (2002), Antonovych International Foundation Prize (2008), the Ukrainian National Award, the Order of
Princess Olha (2009), and many other national awards. Halyna Hryn is a Ukrainian to English translator.
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Westland Publications 9.18
Immortal India : Articles and Speeches by
Amish
Amish Tripathi
9788193432006
Pub Date: 8/28/17, On Sale Date: 8/28
$12.95
216 pages
Trade Paperback
History / Essays

Westland Publication Limited
Summary: India...a young country, a timeless
civilisation
Explore it with India's very own storyteller, Amish
India, a culture that witnessed the dawn of civilisation. That
witnessed the rise of other cultures and watched them turn
to dust. It has been celebrated and attacked. Admired and
vilified. But through all these millennia, after all the ups and
downs of history, it's still here! And now, after a few
centuries of decline, it's driving a new dawn once again.
Ajanaabhavarsh. Bharat. Hindustan. India. The names may
change, but the soul of this great land is immortal. Amish
helps you understand India like never before, through a
series of sharp articles, nuanced speeches, and intelligent
debates. Based on his deep understanding of subjects such
as, religion, mythology, tradition, history, contemporary
societal norms, governance, and ethics, Amish lays out the
vast lanscape of an ancient culture with a fascinatingly

Westland Publications 9.18
Gurudev: On the Plateau of the Peak : The
Life of Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
9789386850805
Pub Date: 1/11/18, On Sale Date: 1/11
$14.95
199 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography
Carton Qty: 40

Westland Publication Limited
Summary: It was an era when the wisdom of yoga had
been buried under years of ritual practices, when religion
outweighed human values, when games were becoming
wars and wars were being played like games. It was at such
a time that, in a quaint village in south India, a young boy
was found in deep meditation. He would say, ‘I have family
everywhere. People are waiting for me.’
Nobody believed him then.
Time revealed the destiny of the millions who came to him
to discover themselves. Over the years, his sublime
presence and pragmatic teachings would foster the values of
joy, peace and love across the world. His transformative art
of breathing, the Sudarshan Kriya, became a household
practice, an alternative way of life that inspired people to
seek self-realization. He became the guru who made the
ethereal tangible, who brought about a profound shift in
every sphere of human endeavour—from art to architecture,

Westland Publications 9.18
Son of Bhrigu
Christopher C. Doyle
9789386850478
Pub Date: 4/16/18, On Sale Date: 4/16
$14.95
360 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction
Series: The Pataala Prophecy

Westland Publication Limited
Summary: Fifteen-year-old Maya and Arjun find their placid
world suddenly overturned when their favourite history
teacher is found brutally murdered. The death shocks
students at the school and baffles the police. Meanwhile, a
mysterious stranger's reappearance after 5,000 years strikes
fear into the hearts of powerful members of a secret society,
called the Sangha. Who is he and what is he after? What
secrets are Arjun's uncle and mother hiding and why do
they inexplicably decide to leave town for an unknown
destination? What is the Pataala Prophecy, that must be
decoded even as the world hurtles towards a fate that may
doom humanity? In a race against time, Arjun and Maya
must join forces with the Sangha to face an ageless and
terrible enemy from the depths of Pataala. But can they
overcome an ancient power that is out to wreak vengeance?
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Westland Publications 9.18
Adi Shankaracharya : Hinduism's Greatest
Thinker
Pavan K Varma
9789387578258
Pub Date: 4/21/18, On Sale Date: 4/21
$14.95
378 pages
Trade Paperback
Philosophy / Hindu

Westland Publication Limited
Summary: What is Brahman? What is its relationship to
Atman? What is an individual’s place in the cosmos? Is a
personalised god and ritualistic worship the only path to
attain moksha? Does caste matter when a human is
engaging with the metaphysical world?
The answers to these perennial questions sparkle with
clarity in this seminal account of a man, and a saint, who
revived Hinduism and gave to Upanishadic insights a
rigorously structured and sublimely appealing philosophy.
Jagad Guru Adi Shankaracharya (788–820 CE) was born in
Kerala and died in Kedarnath, traversing the length of India
in his search for the ultimate truth. In a short life of
thirty-two years, Shankaracharya not only revived Hinduism,
but also created the organisational structure for its
perpetuation through the mathas he established in Sringeri,
Dwaraka, Puri, and Joshimatha.

Westland Publications 9.18
Shunya : A Novel
Sri M.
9788193655603
Pub Date: 5/29/18, On Sale Date: 5/29
$12.95
232 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction

Westland Publication Limited

He appears out of nowhere in a sleepy little neighbourhood in
suburban Kerala. He calls himself Shunya, the zero. Who is
he? A lunatic? A dark magician? A fraud? Or an avadhuta, an
enlightened soul?
Saami—as they call him—settles into a small cottage in the
backyard of the local toddy shop. Here he spins parables,
blesses, curses, drinks endless glasses of black tea and lives
in total freedom. On rare occasions, he plays soul-stirring
melodies on his old, bamboo-reed flute.
Then, just as mysteriously as he arrived, Shunya vanishes,
setting the path for a new avadhuta, a new era.
This first novel by Sri M is a meditation on the void which
collapses the wall between reality and make-believe, the
limited and the infinite. With its spare storytelling and
profound wisdom, it leads us into the realm of ‘shunya’, the
nothingness of profound and lasting peace, the beginning and
end of all things.

Westland Publications 9.18
Like A Girl
Aparna Jain
9789387578470
Pub Date: 6/25/18, On Sale Date: 6/25
$31.99
Trade Paperback
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Westland Publication Limited

A sparkling collection of real-life stories of women who have
lived extraordinary and inspirational lives, drawn from
different times in our history and the present. What led these
women to strike out the way they did? When and how did the
impressionable young child in them become an independentminded adult? From Saina Nehwal, P. V. Sindhu and Sania
Mirza to Rukhmabai Raut, Bama and Muthulakshmi Reddi,
from the Rani of Jhansi and Razia Sultan to Sharmila Irom,
Medha Patkar and Soni Sori, these life stories will engage and
challenge the young reader. So, when next you want to read
your child a story, reach for this book, with its wonderfully
imagined portraits in words and art.
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Everyone Has a Story 2
Savi Sharma
9789387894129
Pub Date: 8/20/18
$12.95
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction
Carton Qty: 36

The Girl in Room 105
Chetan Bhagat

Summary
Hi, I’m Keshav, and my life is screwed. I hate my job and my girlfriend left me. Ah,
the beautiful Zara. Zara is from Kashmir. She is a Muslim. And did I tell you my family
is a bit, well, traditional? Anyway, leave that.
Zara and I broke up four years ago. She moved on in life. I didn’t. I drank every
night to forget her. I called, messaged, and stalked her on social media. She just
ignored me.
However, that night, on the eve of her birthday, Zara messaged me. She called me
over, like old times, to her hostel room 105. I shouldn’t have gone, but I did… and my
life changed forever.
This is not a love story. It is an unlove story.
Westland Publication Limited
9781542040464
Pub Date: 10/9/18
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction
FIC000000

From the author of Five Point Someone and 2 States, comes a fast-paced, funny and
unputdownable thriller about obsessive love and finding purpose in life against the
backdrop of contemporary India.

About the Author:
Chetan Bhagat is the author of nine blockbuster books. These include seven novels—
Five Point Someone (2004), One Night @ the Call Center (2005), The 3 Mistakes of My
Life (2008), 2 States (2009), Revolution 2020 (2011), Half Girlfriend (2014) and One
Indian Girl (2016)—and the non-fiction titles What Young India Wants (2012) and
Making India Awesome (2015). Chetan’s books have remained bestsellers since their
release. Several of his novels have been adapted into successful Bollywood films.
The New York Times called him the ‘the biggest-selling English language novelist in
India’s history’. Time magazine named him amongst the ‘100 most influential people in
the world’, and Fast Company, USA, listed him as one of the world’s ‘100 most creative
people in business’.
Chetan writes columns for leading English and Hindi newspapers, focusing on youth and
national development issues. He is also a motivational speaker and screenplay writer.
Chetan quit his international investment banking career in 2009 to devote his entire
time to writing and make change happen in the country. He lives in Mumbai with his
wife, Anusha, an ex-classmate from IIM-A, and his twin boys, Shyam and Ishaan.
Westland Publications 9.18 - September 2018
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The Magnolia Inn
Carolyn Brown

Summary
New York Times bestselling author Carolyn Brown brings together two
wounded hearts in a Texas romance of second chances and twice-in-a-lifetime
true love.
Inheriting the Magnolia Inn, a Victorian home nestled in the East Texas pines, is a
fantasy come true for Jolene Broussard. After living with the guilt of failing to rescue
her self-destructive mother, Jolene knows her aunt and uncle’s B&B is the perfect
jump start for a new life and a comforting place to call home. There’s just one hitch:
stubborn and moody carpenter Tucker Malone. He’s got a half interest in the Magnolia
Inn, and he’s planting his dusty cowboy boots squarely in the middle of her dream.

Montlake Romance
9781503904392
Pub Date: 1/15/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
Related Products

Other Formats
9781978650534 - $22.99
UBR CD
9781978650541 - $14.99
UBR MP3-CD

Ever since his wife’s death, Tucker’s own guilt and demons have left him as guarded
as Jolene. The last thing he expects is for his new partner to stir something inside
him he thought was gone forever. And as wary as Jolene is, she may have found a
kindred spirit—someone she can help, and someone she can hold on to.
Restoring the Magnolia Inn is the first step toward restoring their hearts. Will they be
able to let go of the past and trust each other to do it together?

Contributor Bio
Carolyn Brown is a New York Times, USA Today, Publishers Weekly, and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author and a RITA finalist with more than ninety published books,
which include women's fiction and historical, contemporary, and cowboysand-country-music romance. She and her husband live in the small town of Davis,
Oklahoma, where everyone knows everyone else and knows what they're doing and
when. And they read the local newspaper on Wednesday to see who got caught. They
have three grown children and enough grandchildren to keep them young. Visit
Carolyn at www.carolynbrownbooks.com.

Comp Titles
Small Town Rumors

Brown,
Carolyn

Montlake
Romance

7/3/2018

9781503902350 $12.95
1503902358
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Sometimes Sisters

Brown,
Carolyn

Montlake
Romance

2/27/2018

9781503949201 $12.95
1503949206
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Strawberry Hearts
Diner

Brown,
Carolyn

Montlake
Romance

7/18/2017

9781477848760 $12.95
1477848762
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction
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MONTLAKE ROMANCE

A Merciful Fate
Kendra Elliot

Summary
In the next book in the Wall Street Journal bestselling Mercy Kilpatrick series,
there are no such things as little secrets…
Raised by preppers, survivalist and FBI agent Mercy Kilpatrick has a deep-rooted need
for a safe place. Her getaway in the Cascade Foothills is her secret. But when skeletal
remains are unearthed—those of a murdered man linked to a notorious heist—Mercy
realizes she isn’t the only one with something to hide.
Thirty years ago, an armored-car robbery turned deadly. The mastermind was
captured. Four conspirators vanished with a fortune. One of them, it appears, never
made it out of the woods alive. For Mercy and her fiancé, Police Chief Truman Daly,
their investigation opens old wounds in Eagle’s Nest that cut deeper than they
imagined. Especially when a reckless tabloid reporter draws fresh blood. It’s clear to
Mercy that somebody in this close-knit community is not who they seem to be.

Montlake Romance
9781503903302
Pub Date: 1/15/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback

Some are still shattered by the heist. Some still have reason to be afraid. But which
one will kill again and again to hide three decades of secrets? To land this case, it’s
up to Mercy to unmask a familiar stranger before someone else dies.

Fiction / Romance
FIC027110
Series: Mercy Kilpatrick #5
Related Products

Other Formats
9781978637344 - $22.99
UBR CD
9781978637351 - $14.99
UBR MP3-CD

Contributor Bio
Kendra Elliot has landed on the Wall Street Journal bestseller list multiple times and is
the award-winning author of the Bone Secrets and Callahan & McLane series, as well
as the Mercy Kilpatrick novels: A Merciful Death, A Merciful Truth, and A Merciful
Secret. Kendra is a three-time winner of the Daphne du Maurier Award, an
International Thriller Writers finalist, and an RT Award finalist. She has always been a
voracious reader, cutting her teeth on classic female heroines such as Nancy Drew,
Trixie Belden, and Laura Ingalls. She was born, raised, and still lives in the rainy
Pacific Northwest with her husband and three daughters, but she looks forward to the
day she can live in flip-flop...

Comp Titles
A Merciful Silence Elliot, Kendra Montlake Romance 6/19/2018

9781503901315
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503901319

A Merciful Secret Elliot, Kendra Montlake Romance 1/16/2018

9781542047869
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1542047862

A Merciful Truth

Elliot, Kendra Montlake Romance 6/6/2017

9781477848296
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1477848290

A Merciful Death

Elliot, Kendra Montlake Romance 1/17/2017

9781503939790
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503939790
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THOMAS & MERCER

The Crooked Street
Brian Freeman

Key Selling Points:
Audiobook releasing simultaneously with the trade paperback original

Summary
The hunt for a killer in San Francisco becomes a dizzying game of cat and
mouse in a thrilling novel of psychological suspense.
“Lombard is your Moriarty, Frost. Taking him down will be the most dangerous thing
you’ve ever done.”
San Francisco homicide detective Frost Easton hadn’t seen his estranged friend Denny
in years. Not until he dies in Frost’s arms uttering a final inexplicable word: Lombard.
Denny appears to be the latest victim in a string of murders linked by a distinctive
clue: the painting of a spiraled snake near the crime scenes. Is it the work of a serial
killer? Or is Denny’s death more twisted and personal?

Thomas & Mercer
9781503902336
Pub Date: 1/29/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
FIC022020
Series: Frost Easton

To find the answer, Frost reaches into a nest of vipers—San Francisco’s shady
elite—where the whispered name of Lombard is just one secret. Now, drawn into a
cat-and-mouse game with an enemy who knows his every move, Frost finds there is
no one he can trust. And somewhere down the crooked streets of the city, Frost’s
cunning adversary is coiled and ready to strike again.

Contributor Bio

Related Products
Other Formats
9781503900943 - $24.95
HARDCOVER
9781543688054 - $34.99
UBR CD
9781543688061 - $24.99
UBR MP3-CD

Brian Freeman is a bestselling author of psychological thrillers, including the Frost
Easton and Jonathan Stride series. His books have been sold in forty-six countries and
translated into twenty-two languages. His stand-alone thriller Spilled Blood was
named Best Hardcover Novel in the International Thriller Writers Awards, and his
novel The Burying Place was a finalist for the same honor. The Night Bird, the first
book in the Frost Easton series, was one of the top twenty Kindle bestsellers of 2017.
Brian is widely acclaimed for his vivid "you are there" settings, from San Francisco to
the Midwest, and for his complex, engaging characters and twist-filled plots.
Brian lives in Minnesota with his wife, Marcia. For more information on the author and
his books, visit www.bfreemanbooks.com.

Comp Titles
The Voice Inside Freeman, Brian Thomas & Mercer 1/16/2018

9781477809075
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1477809074

The Night Bird

9781503941892
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503941892

Freeman, Brian Thomas & Mercer 2/1/2017

“Freeman’s command of pace and plot is assured, his prose artfully
layered with the sinister and serene. This one will keep you
guessing, but read it with the lights on.” —Publishers Weekly
“Freeman once again shows a slick knack for creating just enough
tension without relying too heavily on gore—just the right amount
of nastiness that will not scare away more-genteel thriller readers.”
—Booklist
Spring 19 - Thomas & Mercer - September 2018
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THOMAS & MERCER

The Killer Collective
Barry Eisler

Summary
A fast-paced, page-turning novel of betrayal, vengeance, and depraved secrets
in high places from the New York Times bestselling author of the John Rain and
Livia Lone series.
When a joint FBI–Seattle Police investigation of an international child pornography
ring gets too close to certain powerful people, sex-crimes detective Livia Lone
becomes the target of a hit that barely goes awry—a hit that had been offered to
John Rain, a retired specialist in “natural causes.”
Suspecting the FBI itself was behind the attack, Livia reaches out to former Marine
sniper Dox. Together, they assemble an ad hoc group to identify and neutralize the
threat. There’s Rain. Rain’s estranged lover, Mossad agent and honeytrap specialist
Delilah. And black ops soldiers Ben Treven and Daniel Larison, along with their former
commander, SpecOps legend Colonel Scot “Hort” Horton.

Thomas & Mercer
9781503900950
Pub Date: 2/1/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback

Moving from Japan to Seattle to DC to Paris, the group fights a series of interlocking
conspiracies, each edging closer and closer to the highest levels of the US
government.

Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031060

With uncertain loyalties, conflicting agendas, and smoldering romantic entanglements,
these operators will have a hard time forming a team. But in a match as uneven as
this one, a collective of killers might be even better.

Related Products
Other Formats
9781503904262 - $24.95
HARDCOVER

Contributor Bio
Barry Eisler spent three years in a covert position with the CIA's Directorate of
Operations, then worked as a technology lawyer and start-up executive in Silicon
Valley and Japan, earning his black belt at the Kodokan Judo Institute along the way.
Eisler's award-winning thrillers have been included in numerous "Best Of" lists, have
been translated into nearly twenty languages, and include the #1 bestsellers The
Detachment and Livia Lone. Eisler lives in the San Francisco Bay Area and, when he's
not writing novels, blogs about torture, civil liberties, and the rule of law.

Comp Titles
The Night Trade

Eisler, Barry Thomas & Mercer 1/23/2018

9781477820032
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1477820035

Zero Sum

Eisler, Barry Thomas & Mercer 6/27/2017

9781477824467
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1477824464

Livia Lone

Eisler, Barry Thomas & Mercer 10/25/2016

9781503939653
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503939650

The God's Eye View Eisler, Barry Thomas & Mercer 2/2/2016

9781503949614
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503949613
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THOMAS & MERCER

Killer Thriller
Lee Goldberg

Summary
In #1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Goldberg’s action-packed sequel
to the Washington Post bestseller True Fiction, a hapless writer is pitted
against an enemy nation mounting a treacherous plot lifted from one of his
thrillers.
Everybody loves Ian Ludlow’s action novels—especially the CIA—because the spies
know something the public doesn’t: his fictional plots have a frightening tendency to
come true. Ian is in Hong Kong with his resourceful assistant Margo French to
research his wildest story yet—a deadly global conspiracy by Chinese intelligence to
topple the United States.

Thomas & Mercer
9781503904286
Pub Date: 2/12/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
288 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC006000
Series: Ian Ludlow Thrillers
Related Products
Other Formats
9781503903562 - $24.95
HARDCOVER
9781978616448 - $34.99
UBR CD
9781978616455 - $24.99
UBR MP3-CD

What Ian doesn’t know is that his horrifying scenario is happening and that the
Chinese mistakenly believe he’s an undercover superspy assigned to foil their scheme.
Now Ian is trapped in his own terrifying thriller, on the run from assassins, and racing
against time to prevent an epic disaster. He’s written himself into a corner that could
cost his life…and his country.

Contributor Bio
Lee Goldberg is a two-time Edgar Award and two-time Shamus Award nominee and
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than thirty novels, including True
Fiction (the first book in the Ian Ludlow Thriller series), King City, The Walk, fifteen
Monk mysteries, and the internationally bestselling Fox & O'Hare books (The Heist,
The Chase, The Job, The Scam, and The Pursuit) cowritten with Janet Evanovich. He
has also written and/or produced scores of TV shows, including Diagnosis Murder,
SeaQuest, Monk, and The Glades. As an international television consultant, he has
advised networks and studios in Canada, France, Germany, Spain, China, Sweden,
and the Netherlands on the creation, writin...

Comp Titles
True Fiction Goldberg, Lee Thomas & Mercer

9/25/2018

9781503954076
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503954072

“Goldberg has crafted a clever, silly, and
exciting thriller that showcases a love for the
genre and the world of writing.” —Associated
Press
“Fans of parodic thrillers will enjoy the
exhilarating ride…[in] this Elmore Leonard
mashed with Get Smart romp.” —Publishers
Weekly
“[A] crackerjack thriller…Goldberg just won’t be
totally serious…but this mockery is the right
touch for a story of life imitating art, or trying
to…So the wild finale plays out like…well, like a
thriller somebody wrote.” —Booklist
Spring 19 - Thomas & Mercer - September 2018
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47NORTH

Smoke and Summons
Charlie N. Holmberg

Summary
A captivating world of monsters and magic from the Wall Street Journal
bestselling author of The Paper Magician Series.
As a human vessel for an ancient spirit, Sandis lives no ordinary life. At the command
of her master, she can be transformed against her will into his weapon—a raging
monster summoned to do his bidding. Unlike other vessels, Sandis can host extremely
powerful spirits, but hosting such creatures can be fatal. To stay alive, she must run.
And in a city fueled by smoke and corruption, she finds a surprising ally.

47North
9781503902435
Pub Date: 2/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009020
Series: Numina

A cunning thief for hire, Rone owns a rare device that grants him immortality for one
minute every day—a unique advantage that will come in handy in Sandis’s fight for
freedom. But Sandis’s master knows how powerful she is. He’s determined to get her
back, and he has the manpower to find her, wherever she runs.
Now, to outwit her pursuers, Sandis must put all her trust in Rone and his immortal
device. For her master has summoned more than mere men to hunt her down…

Contributor Bio
Born in Salt Lake City, Charlie N. Holmberg was raised a Trekkie alongside three
sisters who also have boy names. She is a proud BYU alumna, plays the ukulele,
owns too many pairs of glasses, and finally adopted a dog. Her fantasy Paper
Magician Series, which includes The Paper Magician, The Glass Magician, and The
Master Magician, has been optioned by the Walt Disney Company. Her stand-alone
novel, Followed by Frost, was nominated for a 2016 RITA Award for Best Young Adult
Romance. She currently lives with her family in Utah. Visit her at
www.charlienholmberg.com.

Comp Titles
The Plastic Magician

Holmberg, Charlie
N.

47North 5/15/2018

9781542047913 $14.95
1542047919
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Fifth Doll

Holmberg, Charlie
N.

47North 7/25/2017

9781477806104 $14.95
1477806105
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Magic Bitter, Magic
Sweet

Holmberg, Charlie
N.

47North 6/28/2016

9781503935600 $14.95
1503935604
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Paper Magician

Holmberg, Charlie
N.

47North 9/1/2014

9781477823835 $14.95
1477823832
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

“Ceony displays
commendable pluck facing a
more experienced mage
trained in the dark arts, and
Holmberg gives her a
complete story while leaving
ample room for sequels…
This promising debut recalls
the early work of Patricia
Wrede.” —Publishers Weekly
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LAKE UNION PUBLISHING

The Victory Garden
Rhys Bowen

Summary
From the bestselling author of The Tuscan Child comes a beautiful and heartrending novel of a woman’s love and sacrifice during the First World War.
As the Great War continues to take its toll, headstrong twenty-one-year-old Emily
Bryce is determined to contribute to the war effort. She is convinced by a cheeky and
handsome Australian pilot that she can do more, and it is not long before she falls in
love with him and accepts his proposal of marriage.
When he is sent back to the front, Emily volunteers as a “land girl,” tending to the
neglected grounds of a large Devonshire estate. It’s here that Emily discovers the
long-forgotten journals of a medicine woman who devoted her life to her herbal
garden. The journals inspire Emily, and in the wake of devastating news, they are her
saving grace. Emily’s lover has not only died a hero but has left her terrified—and
with child. Since no one knows that Emily was never married, she adopts the charade
of a war widow.

Lake Union Publishing
9781542040112
Pub Date: 2/12/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

As Emily learns more about the volatile power of healing with herbs, the found
journals will bring her to the brink of disaster, but may open a path to her destiny.

Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

Contributor Bio

Related Products
Other Formats
9781542040129 - $24.95
HARDCOVER

Rhys Bowen is the New York Times bestselling author of more than thirty mystery
novels, including The Tuscan Child and her World War II novel In Farleigh Field, the
winner of the Left Coast Crime Award for Best Historical Mystery Novel and the
Agatha Award for Best Historical Novel. Bowen's work has won sixteen honors to date,
including multiple Agatha, Anthony, and Macavity awards. Her books have been
translated into many languages, and she has fans around the world, including
seventeen thousand Facebook followers. A transplanted Brit, Bowen divides her time
between California and Arizona.

Comp Titles
The Tuscan
Child

Bowen,
Rhys

Lake Union
Publishing

2/20/2018

9781503951815 $14.95
1503951812
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

In Farleigh Field

Bowen,
Rhys

Lake Union
Publishing

3/1/2017

9781503941359 $14.95
1503941353
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

“Pass the bread, the olives, and the
wine. Oh, and a copy of The Tuscan
Child to savor with them.” —NPR
“Readers who enjoy World War II
historical fiction and rural Italian
culture will appreciate this story by
a master of her genre.” —Library
Journal
“The alternating narratives keep the
story moving along, and the
pastoral setting is transporting.” —
Booklist

“…well-crafted,
thoroughly entertaining
thriller…a game of spy
versus spy, and with
every twist and turn, the
reader is unsure whom to
trust.” —Publishers
Weekly
Spring 19 - Lake Union - September 2018
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THOMAS & MERCER

Blood Echo
Christopher Rice

Summary
A conspiracy that promises bloodshed and the only woman who can stop it
collide in the page-turning thriller by Christopher Rice, Amazon Charts
bestselling author of Bone Music.
Kidnapped and raised by serial killers, Charlotte Rowe suffered an ordeal that made
her infamous. Everyone in the world knew who she was. But no one in the world has
any idea what she’s become…

Thomas & Mercer
9781503904330
Pub Date: 2/19/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031000
Series: The Burning Girl
Related Products
Other Formats
9781503904354 - $24.95
HARDCOVER
9781978608276 - $34.99
UBR CD
9781978608283 - $24.99
UBR MP3-CD

Comp Titles

Charlotte is an experiment. And a weapon. Enabled by a superpower drug, she’s
partnered with a shadowy pharmaceutical company to hunt down and eliminate
society’s most depraved human predators. But her latest mission goes off the rails in
a horrifying way. Unsettled by her own capacity for violence, Charlotte wants some
time to retreat so she can work on her new relationship with Luke, a sheriff’s deputy
in the isolated Central California town she now calls home.
If only the threats hadn’t followed Charlotte there.
Something sinister is evolving in Altamira, California—a massive network of domestic
terrorists with ties to Charlotte’s influential and corrupt employers. As a vast and
explosive criminal conspiracy grows, the fate of Charlotte’s hometown hangs in the
balance. With everyone she cares about in danger, Charlotte has no choice but to
bring her powers home.
Charlotte Rowe has been triggered, and now she’ll have to take matters into her own
powerful hands.

Contributor Bio
Christopher Rice is the New York Times bestselling and Lambda Literary Awardwinning author of Bone Music (the Amazon Charts bestselling first novel in the
Burning Girl series) , A Density of Souls, and the Bram Stoker Award finalists The
Heavens Rise and The Vines. He also coauthored Ramses the Damned: The Passion of
Cleopatra with his mother, New York Times bestselling author Anne Rice. Christopher
is currently serving as head writer and executive producer of The Vampire Chronicles,
a television series based on his mother's bestselling series of the same name.
Christopher lives in West Hollywood, California.

Bone Music Rice, Christopher Thomas & Mercer 8/28/2018

9781542047784
$15.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1542047781

“A stellar and gripping opening to the Burning Girl
Series introduces the tough, smart Trina Pierce, aka
Charlotte Rowe, who survived a childhood of murder
and exploitation to discover there might be another way
to fight back…Readers will be eager for the next
installment in Rice’s science-fiction take on The Girl with
the Dragon Tattoo.” —Booklist (starred review)
Spring 19 - Thomas & Mercer - September 2018
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Amazon Publishing - Spring 19 - Top US Titles

The Fever King
Victoria Lee

Summary
In the former United States, sixteen-year-old Noam Álvaro wakes up in a hospital bed, the sole survivor of the
viral magic that killed his family and made him a technopath. His ability to control technology attracts the
attention of the minister of defense and thrusts him into the magical elite of the nation of Carolinia.
The son of undocumented immigrants, Noam has spent his life fighting for the rights of refugees fleeing
magical outbreaks—refugees Carolinia routinely deports with vicious efficiency. Sensing a way to make
change, Noam accepts the minister’s offer to teach him the science behind his magic, secretly planning to use
it against the government. But then he meets the minister’s son—cruel, dangerous, and achingly
beautiful—and the way forward becomes less clear.
Skyscape
9781542040402
Pub Date: 3/1/19
$9.99
Trade Paperback

Caught between his purpose and his heart, Noam must decide who he can trust and how far he’s willing to go
in pursuit of the greater good.

Grades 7 to 12
Young Adult Fiction /
Dystopian
YAF015000
Series: Feverwake

Victoria Lee grew up in Durham, North Carolina, where she spent twelve ascetic years as a vegetarian before
discovering that spicy chicken wings are, in fact, a delicacy. She's been a state finalist competitive pianist, a
hitchhiker, a pizza connoisseur, an EMT, an expat in China and Sweden, and a science doctoral student. She's
also a bit of a snob about fancy whiskey. Lee writes early in the morning and then spends the rest of the day
trying to impress her border collie puppy and make her experiments work. She currently lives in Pennsylvania
with her partner.

Contributor Bio

Faking Forever
Catherine Bybee

Contributor Bio
#1 Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author
New York Times Bestselling Author
USA Today Bestselling Author
#1 Amazon Bestselling Author
#1 Indie Reader Bestselling Author

Lake Union Publishing
9781503905221
Pub Date: 3/12/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback

Catherine Bybee was raised in Washington State, but after graduating from high school, she moved to
Southern California with hopes of becoming a movie star. After growing bored with waiting tables, she
returned to school and became a registered nurse, spending most of her career in urban emergency rooms.
She now writes full-time and has penned several popular bestselling series and is translated into over a
twenty languages and has sold over 5.5 Million copies of her books.

Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
Series: First Wives #4

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, Top US - September 2018
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MONTLAKE ROMANCE

Secrets Never Die
Melinda Leigh

Contributor Bio
#1 Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author
Melinda Leigh
(www.melindaleigh.com) is a fully recovered banker. A life-long
lover of books, she started writing as a way to preserve her
sanity while raising her kids. Over the next few years, she learned
a few things about writing a book. The process was much more
fun than analyzing financial statements, and she decided to turn
her hobby into a career. Melinda's debut novel, SHE CAN RUN,
was nominated for Best First Novel by the International Thriller
Writers. She is a RITA® Award Finalist and has earned four
Daphne du Maurier Award nominations, Two Silver Falchion
Awards, and Two Golden Leaf Awards.
Montlake Romance
9781542040181
Pub Date: 3/19/19
$12.95 Trade
Paperback

Melinda holds a 2nd degree belt in Kenpo Karate. She's dabbled in
Arnis stick fighting, studied Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, and taught
women's self-defense. She lives in a messy house in the suburbs
with her husband, two kids, a couple of shelter dogs and two
rescue cats who clearly run the show. With such a pleasant life,
she has no explanation for the sometimes dark and disturbing
nature of her imagination. Find out more about Melinda by visiting
www.melindaleigh.com.

Fiction / Romance
FIC027110
Series: Morgan Dane
#5
Related Products

Other Formats
9781978643819 - $22.99
UBR CD
9781978643826 - $14.99
UBR MP3-CD

Comp Titles
What I've Done

Leigh, Melinda Montlake Romance 9/18/2018

9781503903050
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503903052

Bones Don't Lie

Leigh, Melinda Montlake Romance 3/13/2018

9781542049863
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1542049865

Her Last Goodbye Leigh, Melinda Montlake Romance 9/26/2017

9781542047968
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
154204796X

Say You're Sorry Leigh, Melinda Montlake Romance 5/16/2017

9781503948709
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503948706

A #1 Amazon Charts
bestseller.
“Leigh masters every
aspect of a thriller, and
with every book sets
the crime fiction bar
higher.” —USA Today
Spring 19 - Montlake - September 2018
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Amazon Publishing - Spring 19 - Top US Titles

I'm Fine and Neither Are You
A Novel
Camille Pagán

Summary
Honesty is the best policy…except maybe when it comes to marriage in this brilliant, funny novel
about the high price of perfection from bestselling author Camille Pagán.
Wife. Mother. Breadwinner. Penelope Ruiz-Kar is doing it all—and barely keeping it together. Meanwhile, her
best friend, Jenny Sweet, appears to be sailing through life. As close as the two women are, Jenny’s
passionate marriage, pristine house, and ultra-polite child stand in stark contrast to Penelope’s underemployed
husband, Sanjay, their unruly brood, and the daily grind she calls a career.
Lake Union Publishing
9781542042239
Pub Date: 4/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000

Then a shocking tragedy reveals that Jenny’s life is far from perfect. Reeling, Penelope vows to stop keeping
the peace and finally deal with the issues in her relationship. So she comes up with a radical proposal for
Sanjay: both will write a list of changes they want each other to make—then commit to complete and total
honesty.
What seems like a smart idea quickly spirals out of control, revealing new rifts and even deeper secrets. As
Penelope stares down the possible implosion of her marriage, she must ask herself: When it co...

Contributor Bio
Camille Pagán is the author of four novels: Woman Last Seen in Her Thirties, Forever is the Worst Long Time,
The Art of Forgetting, and the #1 Amazon Kindle bestseller Life and Other Near-Death Experiences, which was
recently optioned for film. A journalist and health editor, Pagán's work has appeared in The New York Times,
Forbes, Parade, Real Simple, Time, and many other publications and websites. She lives with her family in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.?

The Promise of Us
Jamie Beck

Contributor Bio
National bestselling author Jamie Beck’s realistic and heartwarming stories have sold more than one and a
half million copies. She is a Booksellers’ Best Award and National Readers' Choice Award finalist, and critics at
Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, and Booklist have respectively called her work “smart,” “uplifting,” and
“entertaining.” In addition to writing novels, she enjoys dancing around the kitchen while cooking and hitting
the slopes in Vermont and Utah. Above all, she is a grateful wife and mother to a very patient, supportive
family.

Montlake Romance
9781503905245
Pub Date: 4/9/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
Series: Sanctuary Sound
#2

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, Top US - September 2018
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THOMAS & MERCER

The Eighth Sister
A Thriller
Robert Dugoni

Contributor Bio
Robert Dugoni is the New York Times, #1 Wall Street Journal, and #1 Amazon
Internationally Bestselling Author of the Tracy Crosswhite Series : My Sister's Grave
(2014), Her Final Breath (2015), In the Clearing (2015), The Trapped Girl (2016),
Close to Home and A Steep Price (2017).
Dugoni's critically acclaimed literary novel, The Extraordinary Life of Sam Hell (2018)
has drawn comparison's to novelist John Irving's work and garnered Dugoni a Golden
Microphone for his narration. Connect with him on Facebook @AuthorRobertDugoni,
on Twitter @robertdugoni, and on Instagram, robertdugoni.

Thomas & Mercer
9781503903319
Pub Date: 4/9/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC006000

Related Products
Other Formats
9781503903036 - $24.95
HARDCOVER
9781978650329 - $34.99
UBR CD
9781978650336 - $24.99
UBR MP3-CD

Comp Titles
The Extraordinary Life of
Sam Hell

Dugoni,
Robert

Lake Union
Publishing

4/24/2018

9781503948976 $14.95
1503948978
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

A Steep Price

Dugoni,
Robert

Thomas &
Mercer

6/26/2018

9781503954182 $15.95
1503954188
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Close to Home

Dugoni,
Robert

Thomas &
Mercer

9/5/2017

9781542045018 $15.95
1542045010
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Trapped Girl

Dugoni,
Robert

Thomas &
Mercer

1/24/2017

9781503940406 $15.95
1503940403
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

“Dugoni has produced a novel that, if it
doesn’t cross entirely over into John
Irving territory, certainly nestles in
close to the border…Told in two
separate time lines (Sam as a boy, and
Sam as a man) that eventually come
together, and written in a gentle,
introspective yet dramatic style that is
very different from that of Dugoni’s
crime fiction, this is an inspirational
story of a man who spends a lifetime
getting to know himself.” —Booklist
“Sam Hell is inspiring and aglow with
the promise of redemption.” —Kirkus
Reviews
Spring 19 - Thomas & Mercer - September 2018
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MONTLAKE ROMANCE

Hide and Seek
Mary Burton

Summary
Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling novelist Mary Burton is the popular author
of thirty-five romance and suspense novels, as well as five novellas. She currently
lives in Virginia with her husband and three miniature dachshunds. Visit her at
www.maryburton.com.

Montlake Romance
9781503905269
Pub Date: 4/23/19
$12.95
Trade Paperback
Pages
Fiction / Romance
FIC027110

Comp Titles
Her Last Word Burton, Mary Montlake Romance 5/8/2018

9781503950061
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503950069

The Last Move Burton, Mary Montlake Romance 9/19/2017

9781542046923
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1542046920

The Hangman Burton, Mary Montlake Romance 4/25/2017

9781503943698
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503943690

Cut and Run

9781503902862
$12.95 USD Trade Paperback Fiction
1503902862

Burton, Mary Montlake Romance 10/9/2018

Spring 19 - Montlake - September 2018
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The Book of Flora
Meg Elison

Summary
In this Philip K. Dick Award–winning series, one woman’s unknowable destiny depends on a bold
new step in human evolution.
47North
9781542042093
Pub Date: 4/23/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Science Fiction
FIC028070
Series: The Road to Nowhere

In the wake of the apocalypse, Flora has come of age in a highly gendered post-plague society where females
have become a precious, coveted, hunted, and endangered commodity. But Flora does not participate in the
economy that trades in bodies. An anathema in a world that prizes procreation above all else, she is an
outsider everywhere she goes, including the thriving all-female city of Shy.
Now navigating a blighted landscape, Flora, her friends, and a sullen young slave she adopts as her own child
leave their oppressive pasts behind to find their place in the world. They seek refuge aboard a ship where
gender is fluid, where the dynamic is uneasy, and where rumors flow of a bold new reproductive strategy.
When the promise of a miraculous hope for humanity’s future tears Flora’s makeshift family asunder, she must
choose: protect the safe haven she’s built or risk everything to defy oppression, whatever its provenance.

Contributor Bio
Meg Elison is a high school dropout and a graduate of UC Berkeley. She is the author of The Book of the
Unnamed Midwife, winner of the 2014 Philip K. Dick Award, and The Book of Etta. The Book of Flora is the
third novel in the Road to Nowhere trilogy. The author lives in the San Francisco Bay Area and writes like
she's running out of time. For more information, visit www.megelison.com.

Wolfhunter River
Rachel Caine

Contributor Bio
Rachel Caine is the New York Times, USA Today, and #1 internationally bestselling author of more than fifty
novels, including the #1 smash hit bestselling thriller Stillhouse Lake, the internationally bestselling
Morganville Vampires series, the Great Library series, the Weather Warden series, the Outcast Season series,
the Revivalist series, and the acclaimed YA novel Prince of Shadows.
The pilot for the crowdfunded show MORGANVILLE is now available on Amazon Prime as streaming video.

Thomas & Mercer
9781503902305
Pub Date: 4/23/19
$15.95
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Psychological
FIC025000
Series: Stillhouse Lake

Rachel is very pleased to have participated in DEAD AIR, a new combined project from acclaimed
producer/publisher Serial Box, cowriting episodes with Gwenda Bond and Carrie Ryan. The project launches in
August 2018.
She was born at White Sands Missile Range, which people who know her say explains a lot. She has been an
accountant, a professional musician, and an insurance investigator, and ultimately a corporate management
executive before leaving to write full time. She and her husband, comic historian/actor/artist R. Cat Conrad,
live in Texas.
Other Formats
UBR CD - 4/23/2019 $25.99 9781543686012
UBR MP3-CD - 4/23/2019 $14.99 9781543686029

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, Top US - September 2018
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A Well-Read Woman
The Life, Loves, and Legacy of Ruth Rappaport
Kate Stewart

Summary
The inspiring true story of an indomitable librarian’s journey from Nazi Germany to Seattle to
Vietnam—all for the love of books.
Little A
9781503904149
Pub Date: 5/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

Growing up under Fascist censorship in Nazi Germany, Ruth Rappaport absorbed a forbidden community of
ideas in banned books. After fleeing her home in Leipzig at fifteen and losing both parents to the Holocaust,
Ruth drifted between vocations, relationships, and countries, searching for belonging and purpose. When she
found her calling in librarianship, Ruth became not only a witness to history but an agent for change as well.

Biography & Autobiography
/ Women
BIO022000

Culled from decades of diaries, letters, and photographs, this epic true story reveals a driven woman who
survived persecution, political unrest, and personal trauma through a love of books. It traces her activism
from the Zionist movement to the Red Scare to bibliotherapy in Vietnam and finally to the Library of
Congress, where Ruth made an indelible mark and found a home. Connecting it all, one constant thread:
Ruth’s passion for the printed word, and the haven it provides—a haven that, as this singularly compelling
biography proves,...

Contributor Bio
Kate Stewart is a third-generation librarian, born and raised in the Midwest. She graduated from Vassar
College with a bachelor of arts in history and from the University of Iowa with master's degrees in history and
library science. She has worked as a librarian and archivist for ProQuest, the Library of Congress, and the US
Senate in Washington, DC. She is currently an archivist at the Arizona Historical Society in Tucson, Arizona.
Learn more about Kate at www.kate-stewart.com.

The Rule of Many
Ashley Saunders, Leslie Saunders

Contributor Bio
Hailing from the suburbs of Dallas, Texas, Ashley and Leslie Saunders are award-winning filmmakers and twin
sisters who honed their love of storytelling at The University of Texas at Austin. While researching THE RULE
OF ONE, they fell in love with America's national parks, traveling the path of Ava and Mira. The sisters can
currently be found with their Boston terrier in sunny Los Angeles, exploring hiking trails and drinking entirely
too much yerba mate.

Skyscape
9781542043687
Pub Date: 5/7/19
$9.99
Trade Paperback
Grades 10 to 13
Young Adult Fiction /
Dystopian
YAF015000
Series: The Rule of One

“Ava and Mira’s world is an all-too-believable mix of advanced technology and
environmental collapse. In their debut, Saunders and Saunders, themselves twins, lend an
authentic voice to the girls’ first-person narration…Readers are in for a fast-paced ride,
poised for a sequel, as the twins embrace their father’s call, in the words of Walt Whitman,
to ‘resist much, obey little.’” —Kirkus Reviews
“Dystopia fans will enjoy this adventure set in an all-too-plausible future America.” —School
Library Journal
“Utilizing a sf-fantasy setting and a survival-oriented plot, the Saunders sisters are careful to
promote growth and differentiation between the twins…There are parallels to current news
stories, such as immigration, environmental resources, and an autocratic political system.
Try this with fans of James Dashner’s Maze Runner series, Margaret Peterson Haddix’s
Double Identity, or such clone books as Rachel Vincent’s Brave New Girl.” —Booklist

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, Top US - September 2018
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LAKE UNION PUBLISHING

Have You Seen Luis Velez?
Catherine Ryan Hyde

Summary

Best-selling author Catherine Ryan Hyde is back with an emotionally
resonant, deeply insightful novel that deftly explores the mysteries of the
human heart and the beautiful truth about human experience.
Have You Seen Luis Velez is a story of genuine human connection in a world falling
more deeply into tribalism and fear. It presents human connection as a powerful
antidote, creating all the hope a person needs to go on to better times—provided they
are willing to keep going.

Lake Union Publishing
9781542042369
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback
X Pages
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000

At barely 17, growing up in a questionable neighborhood in Manhattan, Raymond Jaffe
is a young man who doesn’t feel he fits anywhere. He’s the only person in his family
who isn’t white. His mother is white, and many years ago divorced his father and
remarried. His stepfather is white, as are his three much younger half sisters. He
doesn’t see a place for himself in the world. That is, until he meets a blind 92-year-old
woman named Mildred Gutermann. Until then, he can see only differences between
himself and others.

Contributor Bio
Catherine Ryan Hyde is the author of more than thirty published and forthcoming
books. An avid hiker, traveler, equestrian, and amateur photographer, she has
released her first book of photos, 365 Days of Gratitude: Photos from a Beautiful
World.
Her novel Pay It Forward was adapted into a major motion picture, chosen by the
American Library Association for its Best Books for Young Adults list, and translated
into more than twenty-three languages for distribution in over thirty countries.

Comp Titles
Heaven
Adjacent

Hyde, Catherine
Ryan

Lake Union
Publishing

6/19/2018

9781503900394 $14.95
1503900398
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Wake Up

Hyde, Catherine
Ryan

Lake Union
Publishing

12/5/2017

9781542047951 $14.95
1542047951
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Allie and Bea

Hyde, Catherine
Ryan

Lake Union
Publishing

5/23/2017

9781477819715 $14.95
1477819711
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Just After
Midnight

Hyde, Catherine
Ryan

Lake Union
Publishing

12/4/2018

9781503904859 $14.95
1503904857
USD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Spring 19 - Lake Union - September 2018
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Before the Broken Star
Emily R. King

Summary
A fierce young female adventurer battles time itself to claim her destiny in a sweeping new fantasy
saga from the author of the Hundredth Queen series.
Skyscape
9781542043762
Pub Date: 6/1/19
$9.99
Trade Paperback
Grades 10 to 13
Young Adult Fiction /
Fantasy
YAF019030
Series: The Evermore
Chronicles #1

Everley Donovan is living on borrowed time. The lone survivor of her family’s unexplained assassination, she
was saved by an ingeniously crafted clockwork heart. But the time she was given won’t last forever. Now,
every tick-tock reminds her how fragile her existence is and hastens her quest to expose Killian Markham, the
navy admiral who shattered her world and left her for dead. But Everley’s hunt for justice will be a long and
hard-won voyage.
Her journey takes her to a penal colony on a cursed isle, where she will be married off and charged to build
the new world. It is here, and beyond, that hidden realms hide, treasures are unearthed, her family secrets
are buried, and young love will test the strength of her makeshift heart. When Everley discovers Markham
may not be who he seems, her pursuit for truth is bound to his redemption, her tragic history, and her
astonishing destiny.

Contributor Bio
Emily R. King is a writer of fantasy and the author of the Hundredth Queen series. Born in Canada and raised
in the United States, she is a shark advocate, a consumer of gummy bears, and an islander at heart, but her
greatest interests are her four children. Emily lives in northern Utah with her family and their cantankerous
cat. Visit her at www.emilyrking.com.

Aftershocks
Marko Kloos

Contributor Bio

47North
9781542043533
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95
Trade Paperback

Marko Kloos was born and raised in Germany, in and around the city of Münster. In the past, he was a soldier,
bookseller, freight dockworker, and corporate IT administrator before he decided he wasn't cut out for
anything other than making stuff up for a living.
Marko writes primarily science fiction and fantasy-his first genre love ever since his youth, when he spent his
allowance mostly on SF pulp serials. He's the author of the bestselling Frontlines series of military science
fiction and is a member of George R.R. Martin's Wild Cards consortium.
Marko resides at Castle Frostbite in New Hampshire with his wife, two children, and a roving pack of vicious
dachshunds.

Fiction / Science Fiction
FIC028050
Series: The Palladium
Wars #1

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, Top US - September 2018
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LITTLE A

Undaunted
Surviving Jonestown, Summoning Courage, and Fighting Back
Jackie Speier

Summary
An inspiring and powerful memoir of surviving the Jonestown massacre and
becoming a fearless voice against injustice and inequality by California
congresswoman Jackie Speier.
Jackie Speier was twenty-eight when she joined Congressman Leo Ryan’s delegation
to rescue defectors from cult leader Jim Jones’s Peoples Temple in Jonestown,
Guyana. Ryan was killed on the airstrip tarmac. Jackie was shot five times at
point-blank range. While recovering from what would become one of the most
harrowing tragedies in recent history, Jackie had to choose: Would she become a
victim or a fighter? The choice to survive against unfathomable odds empowered her
with a resolve to become a vocal proponent for human rights.

Little A

From the formative nightmare that radically molded her perspective and instincts to
the devastating personal and professional challenges that would follow, Undaunted
reveals the perseverance of a determined force in American politics. Deeply rooted in
Jackie’s experiences as a widow, a mother, a congresswoman, and a fighter, hers is a
story of true resilience, one that will inspire other women to draw strength from
adversity in order to do what is right—no matter the challenges ahead.

9781503903609
Pub Date: 11/6/18
$24.95
Hardcover
9781503903593
Pub Date: 11/6/18
$14.95
Paperback

About the Author:
Biography & Autobiography /
Personal Memoirs BIO026000

Along with her husband, Barry Dennis, her children, Jackson and Stephanie, and
Buddy, their yellow lab, she is a proud fan of the San Francisco Giants and the Golden
State Warriors. To learn more about Jackie, visit www.speier.house.gov/about.

Comp Titles
Obama

Jackie Speier is the US Representative for California’s Fourteenth Congressional
District. She is a recognized champion of women’s rights, privacy, and consumer
safety—as well as an avowed opponent of government inefficiency and waste. In
2012, she was named to Newsweek’s list of 150 “Fearless Women” in the world. She is
coauthor of This Is Not the Life I Ordered. Jackie received a BA in political science
from the University of California at Davis, and a JD from UC Hastings College of the
Law.

Abrams, Brian Little A

7/10/2017

9781503951662

$24.95
USD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography
Biography &
Autobiography

Hell's Princess

Schechter,
Harold

Little A

4/1/2018

9781477808955 $24.95
1477808957
USD

Hardcover

The Road to
Jonestown

Guinn, Jeff

Simon &
Schuster

4/11/2017

9781476763828 $28.00
1476763828
USD

Hardcover True Crime

The Sky Below

Parazynski,
Scott

Little A

8/1/2017

9781503936706 $24.95
1503936708
USD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

Undaunted - Jackie Speier - August 2018
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Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
Silent Victim
Caroline Mitchell
9781542046626
Pub Date: 8/28/18, On Sale Date: 8/28
$15.95
332 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological
Carton Qty: 18

Thomas & Mercer
Summary: An Amazon Charts bestseller.
Emma’s darkest secrets are buried in the past. But the
truth can’t stay hidden for long.
Emma is a loving wife, a devoted mother…and an
involuntary killer. For years she’s been hiding the dead body
of the teacher who seduced her as a teen.
It’s a secret that might have stayed buried if only her life
had been less perfect. A promotion for Emma’s husband,
Alex, means they can finally move to a bigger home with
their young son. But with a buyer lined up for their old
house, Emma can’t leave without destroying every last trace
of her final revenge…
Returning to the shallow grave in the garden, she finds it
empty. The body is gone.
Panicked, Emma confesses to her husband. But this is only

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
White Rose, Black Forest
Eoin Dempsey
9781503954052
Pub Date: 8/28/18, On Sale Date: 8/28
$14.95
270 pages
Trade Paperback
Carton Qty: 32

Lake Union Publishing
Summary: An Amazon Charts bestseller.
In the shadows of World War II, trust becomes the
greatest risk of all for two strangers.
December 1943. In the years before the rise of Hitler, the
Gerber family’s summer cottage was filled with laughter.
Now, as deep drifts of snow blanket the Black Forest,
German dissenter Franka Gerber is alone and hopeless.
Fervor and brutality have swept through her homeland,
taking away both her father and her brother and leaving her
with no reason to live.
That is, until she discovers an unconscious airman lying in
the snow wearing a Luftwaffe uniform, his parachute
flapping in the wind. Unwilling to let him die, Franka takes
him to her family’s isolated cabin despite her hatred for the
regime he represents. But when it turns out that he is not
who he seems, Franka begins a race against time to unravel

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
Go : A Coming of Age Novel
Kazuki Kaneshiro, Takami Nieda
9781542046183
Pub Date: 8/28/18, On Sale Date: 8/28
$14.95
172 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Carton Qty: 36

AmazonCrossing
Summary: For two teens, falling in love is going to
make a world of difference in this beautifully
translated, bold, and endearing novel about love, loss,
and the pain of racial discrimination.
As a Korean student in a Japanese high school, Sugihara
has had to defend himself against all kinds of bullies. But
nothing could have prepared him for the heartache he feels
when he falls hopelessly in love with a Japanese girl named
Sakurai. Immersed in their shared love for classical music
and foreign movies, the two gradually grow closer and
closer.
One night, after being hit by personal tragedy, Sugihara
reveals to Sakurai that he is not Japanese—as his name
might indicate.
Torn between a chance at self-discovery that he’s ready to
seize and the prejudices of others that he can’t control,
Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP - September 2018
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Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
Hotel Sacher : A Novel
Rodica Doehnert, Alison Layland
9781503904033
Pub Date: 9/1/18, On Sale Date: 9/1
$14.95
294 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
Carton Qty: 24

AmazonCrossing
Summary: One woman takes hold of her legacy in an
epic tale of Viennese romance, deception, and danger.
Vienna, 1892. Against all odds, at the height of Belle
Époque splendor, Anna Sacher has taken possession of her
late husband’s hotel, across the street from the famous
opera house. At a time when controlling such a business
was an opportunity afforded only to men, Anna is as vigilant
as she is relentless. Now, under her ownership, the Hotel
Sacher thrives amid the tumult of a changing continent,
even as intrigue follows in the shadows.
Through its opulent halls stride visitors from all walks of life,
including some of the most glamorous figures of Viennese
society—opera singers, princes, princesses—and the maids
and manservants who wait on them.
Some guests will find romance. Some will unearth secrets.
And some will discover much more than they expected…

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
The Storyteller's Secret : A Novel
Sejal Badani
9781542048279
Pub Date: 9/1/18, On Sale Date: 9/1
$14.95
412 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Family Life
Carton Qty: 24

Lake Union Publishing
Summary: An Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal
bestseller.
From the bestselling author of Trail of Broken Wings
comes an epic story of the unrelenting force of love, the
power of healing, and the invincible desire to dream.
Nothing prepares Jaya, a New York journalist, for the
heartbreak of her third miscarriage and the slow unraveling
of her marriage in its wake. Desperate to assuage her deep
anguish, she decides to go to India to uncover answers to
her family’s past.
Intoxicated by the sights, smells, and sounds she
experiences, Jaya becomes an eager student of the culture.
But it is Ravi—her grandmother’s former servant and trusted
confidant—who reveals the resilience, struggles, secret love,
and tragic fall of Jaya’s pioneering grandmother during the
British occupation. Through her courageous grandmother’s

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
A Glimmer of Hope
Steve McHugh
9781477817964
Pub Date: 9/25/18, On Sale Date: 9/25
$14.95
366 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Fantasy / Urban
Series: The Avalon Chronicles
Carton Qty: 18

47North
Summary: From Steve McHugh, the bestselling author
of The Hellequin Chronicles, comes a new urban
fantasy series packed with mystery, action, and, above
all, magic.
Layla Cassidy has always wanted a normal life, and the
chance to put her father’s brutal legacy behind her. And in
her final year of university she’s finally found it. Or so she
thinks.
But when Layla accidentally activates an ancient scroll, she
is bestowed with an incredible, inhuman power. She plunges
into a dangerous new world, full of mythical creatures and
menace—all while a group of fanatics will stop at nothing to
turn her abilities to their cause.
To protect those she loves most, Layla must take control of
her new powers…before they destroy her. All is not yet
lost—there is a light shining, but Layla must survive long
Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP - September 2018
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Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
The Rule of One
Ashley Saunders, Leslie Saunders
9781503953178
Pub Date: 10/1/18, On Sale Date: 10/1
Grades 10 to 13
$9.99
270 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Dystopian
Series: The Rule of One
Carton Qty: 32

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
The Ragged Edge of Night
Olivia Hawker
9781503902121
Pub Date: 10/1/18, On Sale Date: 10/1
$14.95
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
Carton Qty: 24

Skyscape
Summary: In their world, telling the truth has become
the most dangerous crime of all.
In the near-future United States, a one-child policy is
ruthlessly enforced. Everyone follows the Rule of One. But
Ava Goodwin, daughter of the head of the Texas Family
Planning Division, has a secret—one her mother died to
keep and her father has helped to hide for her entire life.
She has an identical twin sister, Mira.
For eighteen years Ava and Mira have lived as one, trading
places day after day, maintaining an interchangeable
existence down to the most telling detail. But when their
charade is exposed, their worst nightmare begins. Now they
must leave behind the father they love and fight for their
lives.
Branded as traitors, hunted as fugitives, and pushed to
discover just how far they’ll go in order to stay alive, Ava
Lake Union Publishing
Summary: For fans of All the Light We Cannot See,
Beneath a Scarlet Sky, and The Nightingale comes an
emotionally gripping, beautifully written historical
novel about extraordinary hope, redemption, and one
man’s search for light during the darkest times of
World War II.
Germany, 1942. Franciscan friar Anton Starzmann is
stripped of his place in the world when his school is seized
by the Nazis. He relocates to a small German hamlet to wed
Elisabeth Herter, a widow who seeks a marriage—in name
only—to a man who can help raise her three children. Anton
seeks something too—atonement for failing to protect his
young students from the wrath of the Nazis. But neither he
nor Elisabeth expects their lives to be shaken once again by
the inescapable rumble of war.
As Anton struggles to adapt to the roles of husband and
father, he learns of the Red Orchestra, an underground

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
An American Princess: The Many Lives of
Allene Tew
Annejet van der Zijl, Michele Hutchison
9781542049740
Pub Date: 10/30/18, On Sale Date: 10/30
$14.95
234 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Women
Carton Qty: 32

AmazonCrossing
Summary: A Wall Street Journal and Amazon Charts
bestseller.
The true story of a girl from the wilderness settlements
of a burgeoning new America who became one of the
most privileged figures of the Gilded Age.
Born to a pioneering family in Upstate New York in the late
1800s, Allene Tew was beautiful, impetuous, and frustrated
by the confines of her small hometown. At eighteen, she
met Tod Hostetter at a local dance, having no idea that the
mercurial charmer she would impulsively wed was heir to
one of the wealthiest families in America. But when he died
twelve years later, Allene packed her bags for New York City.
Never once did she look back.
From the vantage point of the American upper class, Allene
embodied the tumultuous Gilded Age. Over the course of
four more marriages, she weathered personal tragedies
Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP - September 2018
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Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
Monsoon Mansion : A Memoir
Cinelle Barnes
9781542046145
Pub Date: 10/30/18, On Sale Date: 10/30
$14.95
252 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
Carton Qty: 32

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
The Air Raid Killer
Frank Goldammer, Steve Anderson
9781503900653
Pub Date: 10/30/18, On Sale Date: 10/30
$14.95
300 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
Series: Max Heller, Dresden Detective
Carton Qty: 28

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
The Lines We Leave Behind
Eliza Graham
9781477805152
Pub Date: 11/1/18, On Sale Date: 11/1
$14.95
318 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Carton Qty: 24

Little A
Summary: Told with a lyrical, almost-dreamlike voice
as intoxicating as the moonflowers and orchids that
inhabit this world, Monsoon Mansion is a harrowing yet
triumphant coming-of-age memoir exploring the dark,
troubled waters of a family’s rise and fall from grace in
the Philippines. It would take a young warrior to
survive it.
Cinelle Barnes was barely three years old when her family
moved into Mansion Royale, a stately ten-bedroom home in
the Philippines. Filled with her mother’s opulent social
aspirations and the gloriously excessive evidence of her
father’s self-made success, it was a girl’s storybook
playland. But when a monsoon hits, her father leaves, and
her mother’s terrible lover takes the reins, Cinelle’s
fantastical childhood turns toward tyranny she could never
have imagined. Formerly a home worthy of magazines and
lavish parties, Mansion Royale becomes a dangerous shell of
the splendid palace it had once been.
AmazonCrossing
Summary: As World War II ends, a killer’s game
begins.
In the final days of the Nazi regime, with the historic city of
Dresden on the brink of destruction, terrifying rumors
spread about the Fright Man, a demonic killer who exploited
the cover of a nighttime air raid siren to mutilate and kill a
young nurse. Just as seasoned detective Max Heller begins
investigating, the Fright Man kills again…
The investigation seems hopeless. Desperate refugees flood
the streets, all of Heller’s resources are depleted, and his
new boss is a ruthless SS officer. And like so many others,
Heller and his wife, Karin, survive on meager rations while
fearing for the lives of their sons at the front. But as
tensions mount and enemy firebombs decimate the city,
dangerous new clues come to light—and the determined
Heller pursues a violent and twisting path to unmask a
monster.
Lake Union Publishing
Summary: England, 1947: A young woman finds herself
under close observation in an insane asylum, charged with a
violent crime she has no memory of committing. As she
tries to make sense of her recent past, she recalls very
little.
But she still remembers wartime in Yugoslavia. There she
and her lover risked everything to carry out dangerous work
resisting the Germans—a heroic campaign in which many
brave comrades were lost. After that, the trail disappears
into confusion. How did she come to be trapped in a living
nightmare?
As she struggles to piece together the missing years of her
life, she will have to confront the harrowing experiences of
her special-operations work and peacetime marriage. Only
then can she hope to regain the vital memories that will
uncover the truth: is she really a violent criminal…or was
she betrayed?
Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP - September 2018
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Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
The Dark Heart : A True Story of Greed,
Murder, and an Unlikely Investigator
Joakim Palmkvist, Agnes Broomé
9781503904798
Pub Date: 11/1/18, On Sale Date: 11/1
$14.95
320 pages
Trade Paperback
True Crime / Murder
Carton Qty: 24

AmazonCrossing
Summary: A chilling true crime story of poisonous
family secrets, love gone wrong, and a cold case that
refused to stay buried…
In late summer of 2012, millionaire landowner Göran
Lundblad went missing from his farm in Sweden. When a
search yielded nothing, and all physical evidence had
seemingly disappeared, authorities had little to go
on—except a disturbing phone call five weeks later from
Göran’s daughter Maria. She was sure that her sister, Sara,
was somehow involved. At the heart of the alleged crime:
Sara’s greed, her father’s land holdings, and his bitter feud
with Sara’s idler boyfriend.
With no body, there was no crime—and the case went as
cold and dark as the forests of southern Sweden. But not for
Therese Tang. For two years, this case was her obsession.
A hard-working ex-model, mother of three, and Missing

Amazon Pub - Spring 19, AFR TP
Never Stop Walking : A Memoir of Finding
Home Across the World
Christina Rickardsson, Tara F. Chace
9781503901612
Pub Date: 11/27/18, On Sale Date: 11/27
$14.95
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs

AmazonCrossing
Summary: An extraordinary memoir of one woman’s
fight to find her true self between the life into which
she was born and the one she was given.
Christiana Mara Coelho was born into extreme poverty in
Brazil. After spending the first seven years of her life with
her loving mother in the forest caves outside São Paulo and
then on the city streets, where they begged for food, she
and her younger brother were suddenly put up for adoption.
When one door closed on the only life Christiana had ever
known and on the woman who protected her with all her
heart, a new one opened.
As Christina Rickardsson, she’s raised by caring adoptive
parents in Sweden, far from the despairing favelas of her
childhood. Accomplished and outwardly “normal,” Christina
is also filled with rage over what she’s lost and having to
adapt to a new reality while struggling with the traumas of
her youth. When her world falls apart again as an adult,
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Out of the Dark
An Orphan X Novel
Gregg Hurwitz, Scott Brick

Summary
When darkness closes in he's your last, best hope. Evan Smoak returns in Gregg Hurwitz’s #1
international bestselling Orphan X series.
Taken from a group home at age twelve, Evan Smoak was raised and trained as part of the Orphan Program,
an off-the-books operation designed to create deniable intelligence assets?i.e. assassins. Evan was Orphan X.
He broke with the Program, using everything he learned to disappear and reinvent himself as the Nowhere
Man, a man who helps the truly desperate when no one else can. But now Evan's past in the Orphan Program
is reaching out to him.
Brilliance Audio
9781522649694
Pub Date: 1/29/19
$37.99
Audio CD

Someone at the very highest level of government has been trying to eliminate every trace of the Orphan
Program by killing all the remaining Orphans and their trainers. After Evan's mentor and the only father he
ever knew was killed, he decided to strike back. His target is the man who started the program and who is
now the most heavily guarded person in the world: the President of the United States.

0 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031010
Series: Evan Smoak

But President Bennett knows that Orphan X is after him and, using weapons of his own, he's decided to
counter-attack. ...

5.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1.1 in T

Contributor Bio
Gregg Hurwitz is the New York Times bestselling author of thrillers, including Hellbent. Critically acclaimed,
his novels have graced top ten lists and have been published in 22 languages. He is also a New York Times
bestselling comic book writer, having penned stories for Marvel and DC. Additionally, he's written screenplays
for or sold spec scripts to many of the major studios, and written, developed, and produced television for
various networks. Gregg resides in Los Angeles.

Six Hours One Friday-Expanded Edition
Living in the Power of the Cross
Max Lucado

Summary
Max Lucado takes the reader deep into the meaning of Jesus’ last hours on the cross in this expanded
edition of the Lucado classic.
There is a truth greater than all the losses and sorrow of life. And it can be discovered in the life, death, and
resurrection of Jesus Christ.
In Six Hours One Friday, Max Lucado takes the reader deep into the meaning of Jesus’ last hours on the
cross. Through his death, your life has purpose and meaning. You are forgiven and loved by a Savior who
died for you. And an empty tomb proclaims that death does not have the final word.
Thomas Nelson on Brilliance
Audio
9781543676501
Pub Date: 2/5/19
$24.99
Audio CD
Religion / Christian Life
REL012000

Peace where there should be pain. Confidence in the midst of crisis. Hope defying despair. Does death have
the last word? I can see Jesus wink as he gives the answer: Not on your life.
In this special expanded edition, Max Lucado will journey with the reader through a Bible study exploring each
chapter of the book. Ideal for personal devotional time, small group study, or classroom exploration, this
Lenten study will be supported through video as a Live Bible Study on Facebook Live, then subsequently
supported through online streami...

Contributor Bio
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami, Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as senior minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is
America's bestselling inspirational author with more than 130 million books in print.
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Never Tell
Lisa Gardner

Summary
#1 New York Times bestseller Lisa Gardner returns with an unpredictable thriller that puts fan
favorites D. D. Warren and Flora Dane on a shocking new case that begins with a vicious murder and
gets darker from there.
A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twelve times, and when
the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun.
D. D. Warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman--Evie Carter--from a case many years back.
Evie's father was killed in a shooting that was ruled an accident. But for D.D., two coincidental murders is too
many.
Brilliance Audio
9781536609530
Pub Date: 2/19/19
$36.99
Audio CD

Flora Dane sees the murder of Conrad Carter on the TV news and immediately knows his face. She
remembers a night when she was still a victim--a hostage--and her captor knew this man. Overcome with
guilt that she never tracked him down, Flora is now determined to learn the truth of Conrad's murder.

Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031000
Series: A D.D. Warren and
Flora Dane Novel

But D.D. and Flora are about to discover that in this case the truth is a devilishly elusive thing. As layer by
layer they peel away the half-truths and outright lies, they wonder: How many secrets can one...

5.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1.1 in T

Contributor Bio
Lisa Gardner is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of twenty novels, including Look for Me, Right
Behind You, Find Her, Crash & Burn, Fear Nothing, Touch & Go, Catch Me, and The Neighbor, which won the
International Thriller of the Year Award. She lives with her family in New England.

The Persian Gamble
Joel C. Rosenberg

Summary
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Kremlin Conspiracy comes this latest international thriller
about a terrifying nuclear alliance among three world powers?Russia, Iran, and North Korea?and the man who
must halt their deadly strategy.

Brilliance Audio
9781491587898
Pub Date: 3/12/19
$37.99
Audio CD
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031000
5.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1.1 in T

Shot out of the air in enemy territory in the middle of the greatest international crisis since the end of the
Cold War, former U.S. Secret Service agent Marcus Ryker finds himself facing an impossible task. Not only
does he have to somehow elude detection and capture by Russian special forces, but he must convince his
own government to grant safe harbor to the one man responsible for the global mayhem?Russian double
agent and assassin Oleg Kraskin. While frantically negotiating with his contacts in the White House, Marcus
learns that the unstable North Korean regime plans to use the international chaos as a smokescreen to sell
nuclear weapons to Iran. With the fate of the entire free world on the line, Marcus makes a deal with the U.S.
government?he will go back to work as an international operative and track down the WMDs before they
end...

Contributor Bio
Joel C. Rosenberg is the New York Times bestselling author of 12 novels-The Last Jihad, The Last Days, The
Ezekiel Option, The Copper Scroll, Dead Heat, The Twelfth Imam, The Tehran Initiative, Damascus
Countdown, The Auschwitz Escape, The Third Target, The First Hostage, Without Warning, and The Kremlin
Conspiracy-and five works of nonfiction. Joel's titles have sold nearly 3 million copies. Visit
www.joelrosenberg.com.
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The Fifth Doctrine
Karen Robards

Summary
With her back against the wall, everything’s on the line for Bianca St. Ives. She’s either going to save
the world—or die trying.
It took one hell of an effort for the authorities to finally get the jump on master manipulator Bianca St. Ives,
but now that they have, it’s far from the capture she expected. Instead of taking her in, there’s an offer on
the table, a one-shot deal that would allow Bianca to walk away scot-free as if they’d never found her. And all
she has to do is run one last mission—the kind she might never return from. But if Bianca wants to go back
to her normal life in Savannah, it’s not like she has a choice.

Brilliance Audio
9781511394000
Pub Date: 3/19/19
$36.99
Audio CD
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000
Series: The Guardian
5.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1.1 in T

An intelligence operation is already under way in North Korea, one that’s poised to end the country’s existing
tyrannical regime for good. But first, the US need one of their own to go undercover as the female hacker
who recently stole top secret intel from NORAD. Enter Bianca. After everything she’s seen, Bianca knows
feeding fake information directly into the belly of the beast is about as dangerous as it gets. It could mean
torture or endless imprisonment—ass...

Contributor Bio
Karen Robards is the New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestselling author of fifty novels
and one novella. She is the winner of six Silver Pen awards and numerous other awards.
Other Formats
"UBR CD, LIB ED" - 3/19/2019 $69.97 9781511394017
UBR MP3-CD - 3/19/2019 $24.99 9781511394024
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